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China�s 1911�12 Revolution, which overthrew a 2000-year succession of dynasties, is thought
of primarily as a change in governmental style, from imperial to republican, traditional to modern.
But given that the dynasty that was overthrown�the Qing�was that of a minority ethnic group
that had ruled China�s Han majority for nearly three centuries, and that the revolutionaries were
overwhelmingly Han, to what extent was the revolution not only anti-monarchical, but also anti-
Manchu?Edward Rhoads explores this provocative and complicated question in Manchus and
Han, analyzing the evolution of the Manchus from a hereditary military caste (the �banner
people�) to a distinct ethnic group and then detailing the interplay and dialogue between the
Manchu court and Han reformers that culminated in the dramatic changes of the early 20th
century.Until now, many scholars have assumed that the Manchus had been assimilated into
Han culture long before the 1911 Revolution and were no longer separate and distinguishable.
But Rhoads demonstrates that in many ways Manchus remained an alien, privileged, and
distinct group. Manchus and Han is a pathbreaking study that will forever change the way
historians of China view the events leading to the fall of the Qing dynasty. Likewise, it will clarify
for ethnologists the unique origin of the Manchus as an occupational caste and their shifting
relationship with the Han, from border people to rulers to ruled.Winner of the Joseph Levenson
Book Prize for Modern China, sponsored by The China and Inner Asia Council of the
Association for Asian Studies

"A pleasure to read. . . . For its thorough research and judicious conclusions, Manchus and Han
is a valuable addition to the literature on ethnicity and politics in early 20th-century China."―The
Historian"This engaging and well-documented study makes significant contributions to our
understanding both of late 19th and early 20th century Chinese history, and of China's
continuing struggle with ethnic heterogeneity. The fact that the book is readable, well-written and
at times even suspenseful, enhances its usefulness and appeal."―China Quarterly"Superbly
produced and the best kind of academic writing."―American Historical Review"A powerful
contribution . . . to the literature on the 1911 revolution."―Journal of Asian Studies"A volume
worthy of worldwide celebration. It is the first monograph written in either English or Chinese
dedicated to the study of the relationship between the Manchus and the Han Chinese from the
middle of the nineteenth century through most of the twentieth. It is also a significant addition the
growing research on the history of the Manchus and Qing dynasty (1636-1911) by
accomplishing the very challenging task of dealing with the Manchu-Han relationship during and
after the 1911 Revolution. The awarding of the 2002 Joseph Levenson Book Prize to Rhoads for
this volume demonstrates the academic recognition of this remarkable achievement."―China
Review International"Edward Rhoad's fascinating narrative has made an important contribution



to the ongoing debate on the 'Manchu question' in Qing history. Readers interested in China's
late imperial social and political history, and ethnic relations, or simply wishing to know more
about the astonishing 'rise and fall' of the Manchus and their empire will be rewarded by this
solidly researched and very readable book."―School of Oriental and African Studies --This text
refers to the paperback edition.From the PublisherWinner of the Joseph Levenson Book Prize
for Modern China, sponsored by The China and Inner Asia Council of the Association for Asian
Studies --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorEdward J. M. Rhoads is
professor of history at the University of Texas at Austin. He is the author of China's Republican
Revolution: The Case of Kwangtung, 1895-1913.Winner of the Joseph Levenson Book Prize for
Modern China, sponsored by The China and Inner Asia Council of the Association for Asian
Studies --This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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Research Institute of the University of Texas at Austin, and the University Center for International
Studies at the University of Pittsburgh.Several people kindly read and commented on all or parts
of this book prior to its publication: Steve MacKinnon, Lynn Struve, Steve Harrell, Betsy Bartlett,
and Patty Stranahan, as well as an anonymous reviewer for the University of Washington Press.
Their criticisms, coupled with those of my editor at the Press, Lorri Hagman, have resulted in a
shorter, tighter, and more accurate study, for which all its readers should rejoice. Any remaining
imperfections are, of course, my responsibility.Yet other people have helped and sustained me in
less direct ways. Among them are Bill Braisted, Li Wenhai, Jennifer Rhoads, Suzanne Kain
Rhoads, Art Rosenbaum, David Strand, the late Sun Yutang, Phil Woodruff, and, not least, the
members of the Southwestern and Western conferences of the Association for Asian Studies,
who year after year heard me grapple with my elusive topic with forbearance and good humor.
But my chief helpmate and sustainer has been my wife, Patty Stranahan, who offered not only
constructive criticisms but also constant encouragement. Without her support and enthusiasm,
completion of this project would have taken even longer than it has.Manchus &
HanIntroductionIn late December 1898, soon after the bitter disappointment of the Hundred
Days, when the Guangxu emperor had tried and failed to introduce institutional changes from
above, Liang Qichao founded The China Discussion (Qingyibao) in Japan as a forum for the
exploration of new ideas for political reform in Qing China. Liang’s own recommendation,
announced in the lead commentary of the inaugural issue, was not, as one might have
expected, to elevate the level of social consciousness among the Chinese citizenry or to
transform the autocratic structure of the Qing state. It was, rather, to “tear down the boundaries
between Manchus and Han” (ping Man-Han zhi jie).1Liang’s surprising prescription was based
upon a social Darwinist reading of history. “Racial competition,” in which races necessarily
struggled with one another for existence, was considered the driving force of history. In this
competition, which occurs not only on a worldwide basis but also within individual countries,
only “superior races” will survive, while “inferior” ones will inevitably perish. When life began, all
races were equal. Why, then, did some “improve” to become superior, differentiated from and
triumphant over the inferior ones? The key was race mixing. “Racial improvement arises from the
amalgamation of many different races.” The more extensive the mixing, the more successful the
improvement. Races that do not mix face extinction.Liang Qichao drew a historical parallel
between contemporary China and China during the ancient Spring and Autumn era. Then, the
inhabitants of the peripheral states and the people of the Central Plain looked upon each other
as racially different. “They [the various races] were mutually suspicious and had nothing to do
with each another. They were no different from today’s Manchus and Han.” Since then the
people of China (Zhina) “have gradually advanced to civilization and become a superior race.”
The reason was that “all these races had mixed together; only because they had mixed together
were they able to survive.” Meanwhile, numerous other groups had perished because they had
not intermixed. Liang pointed out thatthere still are some races—such as the Miao, Tong, and
Yao—who live interspersed among people of a superior race and do not mix. Their extinction,



however, cannot be long delayed. Why? Because if they do not amalgamate, they must struggle;
and when they struggle, one side must lose. Victory or defeat depends entirely upon who is
superior or inferior. Today, as between the Manchus [Manren] and the Han [Hanren], it takes no
expert to establish which is the superior race and which the inferior.Admittedly, at the time of
Liang’s writing, the Manchus ruled over the Han, but this was a temporary aberration. Racial
conflicts were not resolved in a single moment; resolution might take as long as several
centuries. In the end, brain would inevitably triumph over brawn. By extension, so would the
superior Han eventually prevail over the inferior Manchus.Liang suggested that it was not too
late for the Manchu rulers of China to take remedial action, which, in view of the imperialist
threat, would affect not only the Manchus but all of Asia. The worldwide struggle for survival had
come down to that between the white race and the yellow race, with the outcome yet to be
decided. The fate of the entire yellow race depended on the survival of China, whose population
makes up 70 to 80 percent of the race. However, as the Manchus were in control of China, the
prospects were grim. With brain being superior to brawn, “were those valiant Manchus
[Manzhou] of a couple hundred years ago alive today, they still could not stand up intellectually
to the foreign powers. As for today’s Manchus [Manren], they have lost their fierceness but have
not changed their dull nature. Even if they wished to avoid the disaster of extinction, how could
they do so?” Although the key to success in the racial struggle was racial improvement through
mixing, China’s rulers would rather that the entire yellow race suffer eternal destruction than
change one day of their life of pleasure and luxury.Liang lamented the shortsightedness of the
Manchu rulers. “They look upon the Han, without reason, as an alien race who mean them ill; all
the while they are oblivious that the harm that the truly alien race [i.e., the whites] will inflict will
be a hundred million times greater.” Liang concluded by speculating on the catastrophic
consequences that awaited the Manchus from both the Han and the white race if they did not
begin to reform by eliminating Manchu-Han differences:If their oppressive policies continue
much longer, they will engender a great upheaval, in which resolute scholars all over the country
will either declare independence, as in America, or start a revolution, as in France and Spain. By
then, of course, it will be too late for the Manchus to regret. Or if it does not happen like this, then
after a few more years of today’s reactionary government, there will be partition. As partition
takes place, the secret societies will rise and run amok. Since the government’s authority cannot
penetrate to the local level, the people will have free rein to take their revenge. Whatever else
might happen, the Manchus in the provincial garrisons will surely be annihilated.After partition
both Han and Manchus will be enslaved. But the Han, because they have a large population and
are not lacking in intelligence, will still be able to conspire to join together to regain their
independence. The Manchus, on the other hand, are not only few in number but also stupid and
weak. Although they will have escaped the vengeance of the Han, they will forever serve as
beasts of burden for the white people.Moreover, Han farmers and artisans are industrious and
frugal. In the past the Han have been critical to the success of labor-intensive enterprises the
world over; it was they who developed the wasteland in South America, Africa, and around the



Pacific Ocean. Consequently, even if the Han territory is partitioned, the Han people will still
have some influence in the world; though subjugated, they will survive in the end. The Manchus
[on the other hand] have for the past two centuries eaten without farming and been clothed
without weaving. Not one among their five million people is capable of being a scholar, farmer,
artisan, or merchant. When partition occurs and their political, financial, and military powers
have all fallen into the hands of the white race, if they want some food or lodging then, will they
still get it? Therefore, what the Manchus themselves have decided to do is precisely a self-
chosen road to destruction. This truly is an example of “quenching one’s thirst by drinking
poisoned wine.”Liang Qichao’s short article is noteworthy because it not only helped introduce
the concepts and terminology of social Darwinism to the Chinese reading public but also was
the first reasoned critique since the Taiping Rebellion of the Manchu court and the Manchu
people and, more generally, of Manchu-Han relations. Moreover, his condemnation of the five
million Manchus for their parasitic lifestyle (they “eat without farming and are clothed without
weaving”) foreshadowed the anti-Manchu propaganda that the republican revolutionaries
unleashed soon afterward. And his prophecy that a “great upheaval” awaited the Manchus if the
court refused, as a start toward other reforms, to remove the barriers between Manchus and
Han came true a decade later in the Revolution of 1911.This book addresses many of the issues
that Liang Qichao raised or touched upon. Who were the Manchus, and who, correspondingly,
were the Han? What did opponents of the Qing, notably the republican revolutionaries in the
post-Boxer era, criticize the Manchus qua Manchus for? How valid were those criticisms; that is,
to what extent and in what ways were Manchus and Han, after more than two hundred years of
Manchu rule over China, still significantly different from each other? How effectively did the Qing
court deal with those criticisms? Did it, as Liang urged, tear down the boundaries between
Manchus and Han? With regard to Manchu-Han relations, what did the court do, or fail to do,
that estranged it from China’s elite and thus brought on the revolution in 1911? What happened
to the Manchu rulers and to the broad masses of the Manchu people during the revolution as
well as afterward? In sum, what can be learned about the late Qing court from the way it
handled, or rather mishandled, this thorny and controversial issue of Manchu-Han relations?
Thus, the book is concerned equally with ethnic relations and political power as they pertain to
Manchus and Han, especially in the ten or so years before the Republican revolution.Studies of
the 1911 Revolution have evolved greatly over the last several decades. Early works, particularly
those by Chinese historians (such as Xiao Yishan’s comprehensive history of the Qing dynasty),
focused almost exclusively upon the role of the revolutionaries, particularly Sun Yat-sen.2 Then,
in the late 1960s, scholarly attention began to shift away from the revolutionaries, who
necessarily had conducted most of their conspiratorial activities from abroad, and toward the
nonrevolutionary reformers who operated within China. They were what Joseph Esherick, in his
study of Hubei and Hunan, calls the “urban reformist elite” and what Marxist historians in the
post-Mao era (such as Hou Yijie, in his history of the constitutionalist movement in the late Qing)
see as an emergent “national bourgeoisie” at war with feudal conditions.3 The 1911 Revolution



thus came to be seen no longer as the last in the series of military insurrections and popular
uprisings that the revolutionaries had organized but rather as the consequence of the reformist
elite’s growing dissatisfaction with and alienation from the Qing court. Such revisionist studies,
however, generally paid no more attention to the court than had those by the earlier generation
of orthodox historians. As a result, it was never quite clear what the court did, and why, that so
alienated the reformist elite and caused them to withdraw their critical support, without which the
dynasty was doomed.In contrast to the relative abundance of studies on the early Qing rulers,
there are only a couple of monographs in English on the late Qing court: Mary Wright’s on the
Tongzhi Restoration and Luke Kwong’s on the palace intrigues surrounding the Hundred Days of
1898.4 Despite the longevity and the political importance of her rule, there is, as yet, no book-
length published study of the empress dowager Cixi, though popular biographies of dubious
veracity (often traceable back to the 1910 account by Bland and Backhouse) abound.5 Such
neglect, particularly for the last decade of the dynasty, prevails among Chinese scholars as
well.The principal reason is, of course, the progressive weakening of the central authority during
the nineteenth century and the accompanying (it is widely assumed) growing impotence of the
Qing court. Hence, research on the post-Boxer decade generally focuses not on Cixi or other
equally unstudied court figures, such as Yikuang (Prince Qing), but rather on such ostensibly
powerful provincial officials as Zhang Zhidong and Yuan Shikai, about whom Daniel Bays, Ralph
Powell, Jerome Ch’en, and Stephen MacKinnon have written.6 When historians have
considered the late Qing court at all, it has usually been to emphasize one or both of two
themes: the attempt begun by Cixi, dating from the suppression of the Taiping Rebellion, to
reverse the long-term trend toward political decentralization; and the incompetence of Cixi’s
young and inexperienced successor, Zaifeng, whose brief regency ended in revolution. These
two themes can be seen as converging in January 1909, when Zaifeng abruptly, perhaps
foolishly, stripped Yuan Shikai of all of his political and military posts. Yet Yuan’s dismissal, which
he neither contested nor resisted, also shows beyond a doubt that as late as three years before
its demise, the Qing court was hardly so impotent as it is usually portrayed.This book casts new
light on the late Qing court by examining how Cixi and Zaifeng dealt with the issue of Manchu-
Han relations that Liang Qichao raised in late 1898 and on which the revolutionaries
subsequently focused much of their propaganda. In particular, the assassination in the summer
of 1907 of the Manchu governor, Enming, prompted Cixi to conduct a full-scale review of the
issue. She (and later, Zaifeng) tried to undercut the revolutionaries’ appeal by reducing various
differences between the Manchu minority and the Han majority. At the same time, however, they
undermined their own efforts by not only recentralizing authority but also “reimperializing” it.
Begun in 1861, when Yixin (Prince Gong) was appointed to the Grand Council, the court’s long-
term attempt at reimperialization—which historians heretofore have overlooked as they focused
on the parallel trend of recentralization—culminated in the naming of the immensely unpopular
“imperial kinsmen’s cabinet” in May 1911. This was one of the court’s key decisions that greatly
disappointed the reformist elite and led to their withdrawal of support when the revolution broke



out five months later. This book considers how the court responded, both militarily and politically,
to the Wuchang Revolt in October and what role it played in hammering out the agreement that
paved the way to the Qing abdication the following February. Finally, it discusses the fate of the
court after the revolution, down to the expulsion of the “last emperor” from the Forbidden City in
1924 and the unpunished desecration of the Qing imperial tombs in 1928.As for the broad
masses of the Manchu people, whose relations with the Han is the other main subject of this
book, their history and identity are inextricably intertwined with the Eight Banner system. Started
by Nurhaci, from whom all Qing emperors were descended, the banners were the armed force
that in 1644 conquered China proper for the Qing and that subsequently, when garrisoned
throughout the empire, served as an army of occupation. The founding members of the banner
system were the Jurchen of eastern and northern Manchuria, whom Nurhaci’s son and
successor Hong Taiji renamed “Manchus” (Manzhou). They were soon joined by members of
other ethnic groups in the region, principally Mongols and Han Chinese. The banners, however,
were composed of not only banner soldiers but also all of their dependents, male and female,
old and young, who were collectively known as the “banner people” (qirert). Membership in the
system was hereditary, and the banner people as a group were classified differently from most of
the rest of the population, the “civilians” (min). The question of the relationship between the
banner people and the Manchus is a vexing one. It is complicated by the inability of the English
language to distinguish among several different Chinese terms—notably Manzhou, Manren, and
Manzu—all of which can justifiably be rendered into English as “Manchu.” This book contends
that the banner people (of whom Hong Taiji’s Manzhou were one component) were synonymous
with the Manchus of the post-Boxer decade (whom Liang Qichao in 1898 generally labeled as
“Manren”) and also that they constitute the defining basis for the Manchu “nationality” or ethnic
group (Manzu), who in the 1980s became the second largest minority ethnic group (after the
Zhuang) in the People’s Republic of China. It shows how the Manchus were transformed from a
hereditary military caste—which they were for most of the Qing period, as members of the
banner system—into the ethnic group that they are today. Correspondingly, if the Manchus are
thus defined as equivalent to the banner people, then the Han may be equated, by and large,
with the nonbanner “civilians.”Although the Manchus qua banner people loom large in the
writings about the early Qing, they practically disappear from history by the early nineteenth
century.7 Until now, for example, only three books in English have focused to any significant
extent on the Manchus in the late Qing. One is Robert Lee’s examination of the effect of Han
migration to the Manchus’ homeland, Manchuria; another is Roger Des Forges’s political
biography of the Mongol bannerman Xiliang; the third is Pamela Crossley’s history of one
Manchu banner family from the Hangzhou garrison from the 1790s to the end of the Qing and
beyond.8 While there are a greater number of Chinese-language studies of the banner system
in the late Qing, as might be expected, they are only a fraction as numerous as those on the
early Qing. The leading researchers are Chen Yishi, Jin Qicong, Ma Xiedi, Wang Zongyou, and
Zheng Chuanshui, whose writings are cited throughout this study.The Manchus became an all-



but-forgotten people by the beginning of the nineteenth century. It is widely believed that they
had become so assimilated into the culture of the majority Han population that they were no
longer identifiable as a separate and distinct group. This belief rests, in part, upon the
undeniable degeneration of the Eight Banners as an effective fighting force in the course of the
eighteenth century (if not earlier) and their displacement by various other, predominantly Han,
armies that emerged in the nineteenth century. Since the issue of Manchu identity was tightly
bound up with the Eight Banners, the collapse of that system leads easily to the conclusion that
the Manchu people who comprised the system had lost their raison d’être and, along with it,
their distinctive identity. In particular, Chinese historians, motivated perhaps by cultural
defensiveness, have long emphasized both the rapidity and the degree of the Manchus’ decline.
Zheng Tianting, for example, dates the military disintegration of the Manchus as early as one
generation after their conquest of China proper: “By 1673, when the Rebellion of the Three
Feudatories began, the Eight Banner troops (including the Hanjun) were nearly incapable of
waging war, and the Manchu Qing rulers could only make use of the Han people’s Army of the
Green Standard.” Similarly, Ch’en Chieh-hsien points to the extent of the Manchus’ acculturation
in the core area of language. Noting that “modern linguists have estimated that fully one-third of
Manchu vocabulary is derived from Chinese,” he concludes that “the mother language of the
Manchus, like some other aspects of their primitive culture, proved unable to resist assimilation
after contact with the [Han] Chinese.” Chinese historians are not alone in proclaiming the
Manchus’ absorption into Han culture. Mary Wright, in her influential study of the Tongzhi
Restoration, categorically states that by 1865, when an edict was issued that seemingly
liberated the banner people from the constraints of the banner system, “most of the last
restrictions separating the Manchus from the [Han] Chinese” had been eased.9If this were so,
why then would Liang Qichao at the end of 1898 still be calling for the erasure of Manchu-Han
differences? And how could the anti-Manchu propaganda of the post-Boxer decade be justified?
The revolutionaries claimed that the Manchus were an alien ruling minority who enjoyed a
privileged existence separate from the subject Han majority. The republicans were opposed not
only to the Qing court but also to the Manchu people as a whole. Zou Rong’s widely circulated
pamphlet of 1903, The Revolutionary Army (Gemingjun), expressed this broad anti-Manchu
sentiment most vividly, as he called for the “annihilation of the five million and more of the furry
and horned Manchu race [Manzhou zhong].”10 Similarly, the leading revolutionary organization,
the Alliance (Tongmenghui), in 1905 demanded, along with the overthrow of the dynasty and the
establishment of a republic, the “expulsion of the Tartars,” by whom it meant, of course, the
Manchus. Scholars who minimize the continuing differences between Manchus and Han
generally dismiss the revolutionaries’ anti-Manchu rhetoric as sheer propaganda, devoid of
content and lacking in substance. In her thoughtful introduction to a collection of essays on the
revolution, Mary Wright characterizes such anti-Manchu expressions as unimportant and
groundless. Reiterating her earlier view that a “Sino-Manchu amalgam” had achieved “full
maturity in the mid-nineteenth century,” Wright concludes that “the ethnic issue was



irrelevant.”11This book refutes Mary Wright on both of these points: that is, the extent of the
Manchus’ acculturation after the mid-nineteenth century and the relative importance of the
“ethnic issue” in the 1911 Revolution. The process of cultural assimilation was not all one way.
Just as the Manchus were unquestionably “Sinicized” (or, more precisely, “Hanified”), so also
were the Han to some (though admittedly far less) extent “Manchufied.” Nevertheless, despite
the cumulative effect of mutual acculturation, down through the nineteenth and into the early
twentieth century Manchus and Han were still sufficiently different from each other as to justify
many of the revolutionaries’ criticisms of the Manchus as Manchus. Consequently, if the alleged
amalgamation of Manchus and Han was by no means complete at the turn of the century, or
even at the time of the revolution, then the ethnic issue was hardly irrelevant. It most assuredly
was relevant to the vast numbers of Manchus who, as Zou Rong had demanded, were hunted
down and slaughtered during the revolution. The establishment of the Republic was not nearly
so bloodless as it is usually described.In sum, the continuing inability of the Qing court—
beginning with Yixin’s appointment to the Grand Council in 1861 and the edict of 1865 on the
Eight Banners cited by Mary Wright and coming down through the New Policies of the post-
Boxer decade—to solve the problem of Manchu-Han differences helped to undermine elite
confidence in the regime and thus to create the conditions that enabled the revolution to
succeed. Even so, the problem was not entirely resolved until more than a decade after the
revolution, as it was only in the mid- and late 1920s, concurrent with the expulsion of the
emperor from the Forbidden City in 1924 and the desecration of the Qing tombs in 1928, that the
Eight Banner system was completely disbanded. Only then, thirty years after Liang Qichao’s
commentary in The China Discussion, were the boundaries between Manchus and Han fully
torn down.1 / Separate and UnequalAnti-Manchuism, narrowly defined as ethnic opposition
among China’s Han majority toward the “alien” Manchus, figured prominently in the critique of
the Manchus’ Qing regime in the years immediately following the antiforeign Boxer uprising of
1899–1900.1 As Zou Rong (1885–1905), for example, complained in his pamphlet The
Revolutionary Army (Gemingjun) of 1903, “Unjust! Unjust! What is most unjust and bitter in
China today is to have to put up with this inferior race of nomads with wolfish ambitions, these
thievish Manchus [Manzhouren], as our rulers.”2 The revolutionaries, to be sure, were never
narrowly or exclusively anti-Manchu. While “expulsion of the Tartar caitiffs” (quzhu Dalu) was the
first of its stated goals, the revolutionary Alliance (Tongmenghui) in 1905 had three other, no-
less-important objectives: revival of China, establishment of a republic, and equalization of land
rights. Furthermore, the revolutionaries advanced numerous reasons other than ethnic
opposition to justify ousting the ruling Manchus: they were incompetent; corrupt; oppressive and
arbitrary; and, above all, incapable of defending China’s national interests against the rapacious
foreign powers. Nevertheless, apart from and in addition to such criticisms, the revolutionaries
time and time again asserted simply that the Manchus had to go because they were not
“Chinese.”But who, exactly, were the Manchus? They are often described as the descendants of
the scattered Jurchen tribes in the northeastern frontier of China, bordering Korea, whom



Nurhaci (1559–1626) began in the 1590s to unify and whom his son and successor Hong Taiji
(1592–1643) renamed in 1635 “Manju” (“Manzhou” in Chinese). They were, in fact, a much
broader, more heterogeneous group; they encompassed the total membership of the Eight
Banners (Baqi), of whom the Manzhou were only one (though, admittedly, the core) group.
Members of the system were known, collectively as well as individually, as “banner
people” (qiren). Thus, the issue of Manchu identity is inextricably bound up with the Eight Banner
system.How valid were the revolutionaries’ criticisms of the Manchus as an alien people? To
what extent and in what ways were the Manchus in the late Qing dynasty (1644–1912) separate
and distinct from the Han, particularly in view of the 1865 edict cited by Mary Wright in The Last
Stand of Chinese Conservatism that purportedly had abolished most remaining differences
between the two groups?THE CASE AGAINST THE MANCHUSAnti-Manchuism was a loud
chorus among the young, revolutionary-minded intellectuals who gathered to study in Japan in
the early post-Boxer years. Their immediate concern was the menace of imperialism. Following
the multinational invasion of north China to suppress the Boxers and the Russian occupation of
Manchuria in 1900, China seemed to be on the verge of being partitioned among the foreign
powers. The perilous condition of their homeland could easily be blamed upon the Qing
government, the Manchu court, and the Manchu people as a whole. An article in Enlightenment
Journal (Kaizhilu) in 1900–1901 spelled out the link between anti-imperialism and anti-
Manchuism: “People of our country speak daily of the shame of becoming the slaves of the
foreigners, but they overlook the shame of being the slaves of the Manchus. They speak daily of
expelling the foreign race but ignore the expelling of the foreign Manchu race [Manzhou zhi
waizhong].”3The most outspoken of the anti-Manchu critics in the early post-Boxer years were
Zhang Binglin (1868–1936), Zou Rong, and Chen Tianhua (1875–1905). Zhang Binglin, the
oldest and most persistent of the three, had been loosely associated with the radical reformers
of 1898 and, like them, had had to flee China after the Hundred Days of Reform. He did not
become a revolutionary until the summer of 1900, when, distressed by the empress dowager’s
mishandling of the Boxer crisis, he published his first attack on the Manchus. In one of two
statements written for China Daily (Zhongguo ribao), the newly founded organ of the Revive
China Society (Xing-Zhong Hui) in Hong Kong, he announced that he had cut off his queue—
thus severing his ties to the Qing dynasty—and explained why he had done so. Later on, as part
of his assault on the monarchical reformers, he published other criticisms of the Manchus, such
as a 1901 article on Liang Qichao (1873–1929) in the Tokyo Citizens’ News (Guominbao) and a
1903 Shanghai pamphlet on Kang Youwei (1858–1927). For his anti-Manchu writings, Zhang
was arrested in 1903 in Shanghai as part of the Jiangsu News (Subao) censorship case.
Following his release from prison in 1906, he joined forces with Sun Yat-sen (1866–1925) in
Tokyo and became editor of The People’s Journal (Minbao), the organ of Sun’s year-old
revolutionary Alliance.4 Zou Rong, the second of the three chief anti-Manchu critics, was the
author of The Revolutionary Army, which was published in 1903 in Shanghai as a pamphlet, with
a laudatory preface by Zhang Binglin. Zou had written the tirade a year or two earlier while a



student in Japan. Because of his unrestrained criticism of the Manchus, he too was arrested as
part of the Jiangsu News case. He died in 1905, at twenty years of age, in prison. In part
because of his youthful martyrdom, in the post-Boxer decade Zou’s The Revolutionary Army
became the most widely circulated of the anti-Manchu writings.5 Finally, Chen Tianhua, who
was Zou’s elder by ten years, was the author of two pamphlets, A Sudden Look Back (Meng
huitou) and An Alarm to Awaken the Age (Jingshi zhong), both published in 1903 in Tokyo,
where Chen had been studying for about a year. He subsequently, in 1905, joined Sun Yat-sen’s
Alliance in Tokyo and wrote extensively for the first issue of The People’s Journal. Shortly
afterward Chen committed suicide in protest against Japanese press reports that denigrated the
patriotism of the Chinese students in Japan. His unfinished novel Lion’s Roar (Shizi hou) was
published posthumously.6The revolutionaries complained a great deal about the Manchus qua
Manchus but seldom in a systematic fashion. Their condemnation of the Manchus, even in a
tract so unremittingly hostile as The Revolutionary Army, was usually scattered throughout a
broader condemnation of the Qing regime, one that criticized the Qing, for example, for being
corrupt, oppressive, or incapable of standing up to the imperialists. However, a sampling of the
revolutionary literature of the early post-Boxer years shows that their critique of the Manchus
may be summarized in a seven-point indictment. The specifics come largely from the writings of
Zou Rong, Chen Tianhua, and Zhang Binglin, supplemented by other publications of the period.
Except for Chen’s novel Lion’s Roar, all of these sources appeared prior to the formation of the
Alliance in mid-1905.7The Seven-Point Indictment against the ManchusFirst, the Manchus were
an alien, barbarian group who were different from the Chinese and did not belong in China. “Why
do I find fault with the Manchu people [Manzhouren]?” Zhang Ji asked bluntly in the Jiangsu
News in 1903. “Because China belongs to the Chinese people [Zhongguoren].”8 This stance
was what distinguished the anti-Manchu revolutionaries from the anti-imperialist reformers,
whose foremost concern was to exclude the imperialist powers (and not necessarily the
Manchus) from China; so far as the reformers were concerned, the Manchu rulers were no less
“Chinese” than their subjects. For revolutionaries such as Zhang Ji, the Manchus most definitely
were not “Chinese” and they had no more right to be in China than the imperialists had.The
revolutionaries differentiated the Manchus from themselves terminologically in two ways. One
was to refer to them by epithets traditionally applied to the various “barbarians” on the periphery
surrounding China’s civilized core. Thus, Zou Rong asserted,What our compatriots today call
court, government, and emperor, we used to call Yi, Man, Rong, and Di [barbarians of the east,
south, west, and north] as well as Xiongnu and Dada. Their tribes lived beyond Shanhaiguan
and fundamentally are of a different race from our illustrious descendants of the Yellow Emperor.
Their land is barren; their people, furry; their minds, bestial; their customs, savage.9Other labels
of a similar sort that were commonly used to designate and denigrate the Manchus were
“Donghu” (Eastern Barbarians), which Zhang Binglin often used, and “Dalu,” as in the Alliance
membership oath, which combined “Dada” (Tartar) with lu (caitiffs), an archaic term used in the
Northern Song period to refer to the Khitan.10 As for the corresponding terms of self-reference,



those revolutionaries who equated the Manchu “other” with barbarians generally identified
themselves as “Chinese,” which they usually rendered, as Zhang Ji did, as “Zhongguoren” or, as
Liang Qichao had done in his 1898 China Discussion commentary, as “Zhina” or “Zhinaren,”
from the Chinese reading of “Shina,” the prevalent Japanese term in the Meiji era for China.11
Interestingly, they hardly ever referred to themselves as “Hua” and/or “Xia,” the traditional terms
for the people of the civilized central core when they were being contrasted with the barbarians
of the periphery.The other way the revolutionaries differentiated the Manchus from themselves
was by drawing upon the imported doctrine of social Darwinism, which Liang Qichao had helped
to introduce. According to their understanding of those teachings, as exemplified in Chen
Tianhua’s Lion’s Roar, the world’s population was divided, on the basis of location and skin
color, among five large racial groups (zhongzu), or peoples: yellow, white, black, brown, and red;
and each of these five peoples was in turn divided into a number of races (zu) and further
subdivided into yet smaller groupings such as ethnic groups (minzu) and tribes. Thus, for
example, the white people, living in Europe and North America, were made up of three races:
Aryans, Teutons, and Slays. Similarly, according to Zou Rong, the yellow people, in East and
Southeast Asia, were composed of two races (renzhong): those of China (Zhongguo) and those
of Siberia. The Chinese race included the Han (Hanzu)—with Koreans and Japanese as
subgroups of the Han—as well as Tibetans and Vietnamese; the Siberian race included the
Mongols, Turks, and Tungus, with the Manchus (Manzhouren) as a subgroup of the Tungus.12
Chen Tianhua generally referred to the Manchus as “Manzhouren,” but for Zou Rong and many
others, the usual term was “Manren,” which Liang Qichao had popularized. The most widely
used corresponding term of self-reference in this instance was, again following Liang Qichao,
“Hanren.” Chen Tianhua, in Lion’s Roar, thus rephrased Zhang Ji’s slogan: “China belongs to the
Han people [Hanren].”13 The term “Hanzu,” which is how the Han are classified today in the
People’s Republic, was seldom used; even more rare was the correlative term “Manzu” for the
Manchus. The range of terms that were used to identify Manchus and Han and their relative
frequency of use will become clear in the course of this study.Second, the Manchus had
committed a number of heinous crimes against the Chinese people, particularly in the course of
their conquest in the mid-seventeenth century. Their barbarous actions marked the Manchus as
the ancestral enemies of the Han, and though those deeds happened a long time ago, they
demanded to be avenged. The worst of such crimes were the savage massacres of defenseless
civilians at various cities in central and south China as the Manchus marched through in 1645.
Citing the recently reprinted chronicles of the slaughter at Yangzhou and Jiading (both in
Jiangsu), Zou Rong claimed that the Manchu troops had been “let loose, burning and
plundering” and that “wherever the cavalry of the thievish Manchus [Manren] reached, there was
murder and pillage.” Nor, according to Zhang Binglin in 1903, were these atrocities attributable to
only a few individual Manchu commanders; instead, every Manchu person had been
responsible and thus culpable. Therefore, “when the Han race [Hanzu] wants revenge against
the Manchus [Manzhou], they want revenge against their entire group.”14Third, the Manchus



had barbarized China by imposing their savage customs upon their Han subjects. Unlike
previous foreign conquerors of China who had assimilated the ways of the Chinese, the Qing
had forced the Han to adopt their alien Manchu customs, notably their male hairstyle and their
official dress. As Zou Rong noted indignantly,When a man with a braid and wearing barbarian
clothes loiters about in London, why do all the passersby cry out [in English], “Pig-tail” or
“Savage”? And if he loiters about in Tokyo, why do all the passersby say, “Chanchanbotsu” [lit.,
“a slave with a tail”]? Alas, the dignified appearance of the Han official has vanished utterly; the
dress instituted by the Tang has gone without a trace! When I touch the clothes I wear, the hair
on my head, my heart aches! . . . Ah, these queues, these barbarian clothes, these banner
gowns [qipao], these peacock feathers, these red hat buttons, these necklaces. Are they the
costume of China’s cultural tradition, or are they the loathsome dress of the nomadic and
thievish Manchus [Manren]?15Fourth, the Manchus had set themselves up as a privileged
minority separate from and superior to the Han. According to Zou Rong, “Although it has been
over two hundred years, the Manchus stick with the Manchus and the Han stick with the Han;
they have not mingled. Clearly there is a feeling that a lower race does not rank with a noble
one.” That is, the Manchus did not consider the Han their equal. As an example of the continuing
failure of Manchus and Han to intermix, Zou referred to the provincial garrisons, where Manchus
stationed in various major cities lived in their own quarters and were residentially segregated
from the Han. Chen Tianhua, in Lion’s Roar, cited a ban on intermarriage as another device by
which Manchus kept apart from Han. The revolutionaries, furthermore, claimed that the
Manchus, from their own separate world, lorded over and indeed lived off the Han. Echoing
Liang Qichao’s earlier criticism, Chen Tianhua, in A Sudden Look Back, charged, “They require
that the inhabitants of the eighteen provinces collectively provide for their five million people. But
up to now they themselves have not farmed or labored. All they do is sit and feed off the Han
people [Hanren]. Is this not absolutely hateful?”16Fifth, the Manchus subjugated the Han in the
manner of a foreign military occupation. They maintained their domination over the Han by
keeping their banner soldiers separate and concentrating them in a few strategic places around
the country. Chen Tianhua, in Lion’s Roar, commented on the careful thought the early Qing
rulers had given to the placement of their troops:Aware that the Jurchen, by being dispersed,
had opened themselves to be killed by the Han [Hanren], they took the several million Manchus
[Manzhouren] that they had brought to China and stationed one-half of them in Beijing, where
they are called the “palace guard” and the other half in the provinces, where they are called
“provincial garrisons” [zhufang].Zou Rong drew attention to the term used for these provincial
encampments:Suppose we try to explain the meaning of the term zhufang. It is as if they are
terrified and are constantly fearful lest the Han people [Hanren] rebel against them, and so they
hold them in check like bandits. Otherwise, whom are they defending [fang] against? And why
do they need to be stationed [zhu] somewhere?The obvious intent of these provincial garrisons,
as a Jiangsu News article in 1903 summed up, was “to suppress the slaves.”17Sixth, the
Manchus practiced political discrimination against their Han subjects in at least three ways. They



were a numerical minority ruling over the Han majority. According to Zou Rong, “The world
recognizes only the principle that a minority submits to a majority. . . . If only the thievish
Manchus [Manren] were a majority, but they number merely five million, scarcely the population
of a single department or county.” The Manchus discriminated against the Han also by their
monopoly of the highest governmental posts, in contravention of the Qing court’s own professed
commitment to Manchu-Han equality. According to Chen Tianhua, in Lion’s Roar, “Official posts
are supposed to be evenly divided between Manchus and Han, but all the important
responsibilities are held by Manchus [Manren].” Following a detailed analysis of the metropolitan
administration, Zou Rong concluded, “Opportunities for an official career for a Manchu in
comparison with those for a Han are hardly less far apart than the sky is from the ground or
clouds are from mire.” The Manchus discriminated against the Han in promotions as well.
According to Zou again,One may often find Manchus and Han of similar grades, graduates of
the same year and employed in the same office. The Han [Hanren], however, may be held back
for decades, without being transferred to a higher post, whereas the Manchu [Manren] in a
twinkling becomes first a board vice-president, and then a board president, and finally a grand
secretary. . . . If, by good fortune and against all odds, some [Han] officials do finally rise to the
position of grand secretary or board president or vice-president, they are all white-haired and
toothless, old and weak, and they share whatever is left over from the hands of the
Manchus.18Seventh, and last, the Manchus, despite their pretense at accommodation, were
fundamentally at odds with and hostile toward the Han people. As evidence, the revolutionaries
repeatedly cited a remark that Liang Qichao, in an essay of 1900, attributed to Gangyi (1837–
1900), the reactionary Manchu leader at Cixi’s court after 1898: “If the Han get strong, the
Manchus are doomed; if the Han grow weak, the Manchus get plump.”19 Zou Rong claimed that
Gangyi’s statement embodied the single underlying rationale behind the court’s successive
policies toward the Taiping Rebellion (1851–64), the Sino-Japanese War (1894–95), and the
Boxer Rebellion, for in every instance the Manchus derived all the rewards while the Han made
all the sacrifices. As for the court’s recent efforts to achieve “wealth and power” (fuqiang):
“Today’s strengthening [qiang] is the strengthening of the Manchus [Manren]; it has nothing to do
with us Han [Hanren]. Today’s enrichment [fu] is the enrichment of the Manchus; it has nothing to
do with us Han.”20 It was, according to the revolutionaries, the Manchus’ anti-Han posture that
explained the court’s inability, indeed unwillingness, to defend China’s national sovereignty and
territory from the foreign powers. Their policy was epitomized by another of Gangyi’s alleged
sayings: “Rather than hand over our land to household slaves [i.e., the Han], let us present it to
neighboring friends.”21 Having thus sold out to their foreign “friends,” the Qing had become, in
the words of Chen Tianhua, “the foreigners’ court,” and the Han had become, in Zou’s words,
“slaves of barbarous slaves.”22MANCHUS AND BANNER PEOPLEAmong the numerous terms
that the revolutionaries of the early post-Boxer era applied to the Manchus, one—“banner
people” (qiren)—was strikingly absent. This was odd because it is clear that four of the seven
counts in their indictment of the Manchus clearly equated them with the membership of the Eight



Banner system. It was soldiers of the banner army who committed the atrocities against the Han
during the Qing conquest of China proper (no. 2) and who then kept the conquered Han under
continuous subjugation from their various garrisons (no. 5), and it was the broad masses of the
banner population who lived a privileged existence segregated from the Han (no. 4) and who
benefited from the Qing dynasty’s policy of political discrimination (no. 6). Thus, in the eyes of
the revolutionaries, the Manchus were identical to the banner people, and so it was in the eyes
of the Manchus, too. As a descendant of the Qing imperial clan recalls, “The Manchus [Manren]
called themselves, and were called by others, ‘banner people’ [qiren].” Or, as stated by James
Lee and Robert Eng, “The banner system was the principal institution which unified the Manchu
people and defined Manchu identity.”23The Eight Banner system as it existed in the late
nineteenth century was fundamentally little changed from when it was first set up by the
founders of the dynasty, Nurhaci and Hong Taiji, prior to the invasion of Ming dynasty (1368–
1644) China. Nurhaci created the system in 1615 when he divided all the scattered Jurchen
tribes in the mountains of eastern and northern “Manchuria” that he had dominated into eight
groups called “banners” (qi), each with a number of companies (zuoling). Twenty years later,
when Hong Taiji bestowed the new name “Manzhou” (from the Manchu “Manju”) upon his
people, they became the “Eight Banner Manchus” (Baqi Manzhou). Meanwhile, as Nurhaci and
Hong Taiji extended their authority into the plains of southern Manchuria and began overrunning
Han settlements and enslaving their inhabitants, they apportioned these captives among the
leaders of the original Manchu Eight Banners. Such household slaves of Han origin were known
as “bondservants” (baoyi, from the Manchu booi, “of the household”), some of whom were
organized into separate banner companies of their own that became a part of their master’s
Manchu banner. Still later, in 1642, as more and more Han in southern Manchuria either
defected to or were defeated by him, Hong Taiji stopped enslaving them and organized them
instead into their own set of banners; these Eight Banners composed of Han personnel were
known as the Hanjun. Meanwhile, in 1635, Hong Taiji similarly had established another separate
Eight Banner organization for those Mongols of western Manchuria and eastern Mongolia who
had submitted to his rule. Although other peoples were incorporated into the banner system later
on, its basic framework was thus already in place by the time Hong Taiji’s successors “entered
through the pass” into China proper in 1644. It had three ethnic components—Manchu, Mongol,
and Hanjun—each with its own set of eight banners, for a total of twenty-four banners in the
entire banner force.24The Eight Banner system, though simple in structure, was extremely
heterogeneous in composition. In addition to the tripartite division among the Manchu banners,
Mongol banners, and Hanjun, there were numerous other significant internal differences:
between the Upper Three and the Lower Five Banners, between Old and New banner people,
between the imperial lineage and ordinary banner people, between the regular banner
companies and the bondservant companies, between the core banners and the affiliated
banners, between the Metropolitan Banners (Jingqi) and the provincial garrisons, and between
the banner soldiers and their dependents.In all three ethnic components, each of the Eight



Banners was identified by the color (yellow, white, red, or blue) of its flag, which was either
“plain” (solid) or “bordered” with a red or white fringe. The Eight Banners were ranked in
descending order of social importance: Bordered Yellow, Plain Yellow, Plain White, Plain Red,
Bordered White, Bordered Red, Plain Blue, and Bordered Blue. The first three—Bordered
Yellow, Plain Yellow, and Plain White—constituted the Upper Three Banners, which from an
early date had been under the direct command of the emperor; the Lower Five Banners were
originally commanded by various imperial princes and did not come under direct imperial
command until the Yongzheng reign (1722–35). The Upper Three Banners were more
prestigious than the Lower Five.25Of the three ethnic components, the Manchu banners were in
the late Qing the largest by far. According to The Draft History of the Qing (Qingshigao),
compiled after the revolution, 53.5 percent of the officers and soldiers in the Metropolitan
Banners belonged to the Manchu banners, 31.8 percent to the Hanjun, and 14.7 percent to the
Mongol banners.26 However, when the banner troops in the provinces are taken into account,
the Hanjun’s share was considerably less, because the partial demobilization of the Hanjun that
took place during the Qianlong reign (1735–96) had a significantly greater effect upon the
provincial garrisons than among the Metropolitan Banners. Therefore, it may be roughly
estimated that 60 percent of the entire banner force was made up of Manchu banners and the
other 40 percent was divided roughly equally between the Mongol banners and the Hanjun.The
Manchu banners were not only the oldest and the most numerous but, not surprisingly, also the
most prestigious. They outranked the Mongol banners, who in turn outranked the Hanjun.27
However, just as the entire banner force was not a homogeneous body, neither were the Manchu
banners. For example, apart from the Jurchen who formed the founding core, the Eight Banner
Manchus also included thirty-seven companies of Mongols, six of Koreans (Chaoxian), one of
Russians (Eluosi), and one of Tibetans (fanzi). These “foreign” units in the Manchu banners
were in addition to the many individual Mongols and Han Chinese who were scattered among
the Manchu banner companies.28 The major difference within the Manchu banners was that
between the Old and the New Manchus, depending on the date of their adherence to the Qing
cause. The Old Manchus (“Fo Manzhou,” from the Manchu fe, “old”) were those whose
ancestors had joined up and been organized into banners during the time of Nurhaci and Hong
Taiji; they were principally descended from the Jianzhou and other Jurchen tribal groups. On the
other hand, the New Manchus (“Yiche Manzhou,” from the Manchu ice, “new”) were principally
the descendants of those northeastern tribes who submitted only after the Qing had invaded
China proper; they were relocated southward into the Amur River basin and brought into the
banner system during the Shunzhi (1644–61) and Kangxi (1661–1722) reigns to defend against
Czarist Russia’s expansionism in the region. These New Manchus included two non-Jurchen
Tungusic groups—the Hezhe and Kiakar (Kuyala)—who lived by hunting and fishing amidst the
mountains and streams of northeastern Manchuria and adjacent parts of Siberia; and four
groups of intermixed Mongols and Tungus—the Daur (Dawoer), Solun (Suolun), Oroqen
(Elunchun), and Xibe (Xibo)—who lived on either side of the Greater Xing’an Mountains



separating the Mongolian steppe to the west and the Manchurian forests to the east. Because
their association with the Qing rulers was more recent as well as more distant, the New
Manchus were less prestigious than the Old, but they were allowed a degree of organizational
autonomy denied the Old Manchus; even after they had been incorporated into the banner
system, they remained under the leadership of their own tribal and clan chiefs.29One notable
subset of the Old Manchus was the imperial lineage (huangzu), which consisted of two large
categories of relatives. One was the imperial clan (zongshi), the Aisin Gioro (“Aixin Jueluo” in
Chinese), who traced their descent directly from Nurhaci’s father, Taksi. The rest of the imperial
lineage, consisting of the collateral lines descended from Nurhaci’s uncles and brothers, were
known as the gioro (Ch. jueluo). Members of these two groups multiplied rapidly. At the end of
the dynasty, there were twenty-nine thousand members of the imperial lineage in the main line
and another twenty thousand in the collateral lines. Although each of the two categories of the
imperial lineage were assigned to their own separate banner companies, all members, whether
main line or collateral, were subject to the jurisdiction of the Imperial Clan Court (Zongrenfu)
rather than that of the regular banner authorities.30 The most exalted of the imperial clan were
the titled princes and nobles, who were divided into twelve ranks, the top four of which were
qinwang, junwang, beile (a Manchu term), and beizi (from the Manchu beise) respectively. With
some exceptions, notably the eight “iron-capped princes” (tiemaozi wang) who had the right of
perpetual inheritance, these ranks were inheritable only on a descending scale. The eldest son
of a third-rank beile, for example, became a fourth-rank beizi, while all of the younger sons
dropped down to “nobles of the ninth rank” (zhenguo jiangjun).31 Consequently, only a
minuscule number of imperial clan members held a title.In the post-Boxer era the most
prominent member of the imperial clan, aside from the emperor and his immediate family, was
unquestionably Yikuang (Prince Qing; see chart 1.1.). Born in 1836, Yikuang was a great-
grandson of the Qianlong emperor and belonged to the Manchu Plain Blue Banner, one of the
Five Lower Banners to which direct descendants of emperors were assigned. His grandfather,
Yonglin, was the first Prince Qing, an honor conferred on him in 1799 after his brother had
become the Jiaqing emperor. Yikuang inherited the family estate in 1850 when his uncle, Mianti,
died without a male heir. By then, however, due to the impact of the Qing inheritance rules,
Yikuang was a mere noble of the tenth rank (fuguo jiangjun). His subsequent rise to prominence
came about as a result of his long association with Empress Dowager Cixi (1835–1908). When
in 1884 he succeeded Yixin (1832–98), the first Prince Gong, as head of the Zongli Yamen (or
proto–Foreign Office), he was made a prince of the second rank, thus reclaiming the family title
of Prince Qing. Ten years later, on the occasion of Cixi’s sixtieth birthday, his position was raised
to that of prince of the first rank. Finally, in December 1908, at the beginning of the Xuantong
reign, he reached the top of the princely ladder and was given the rare right of perpetual
inheritance. When a cabinet was formed in early 1911, Yikuang became China’s first prime
minister.32 Among the collateral lines of the imperial lineage, the most notable figure in the post-
Boxer period was probably Liangbi (1877–1912), a member of the Bordered Yellow Banner,



whose ancestor was a younger brother of Nurhaci and whose grandfather, Yilibu, negotiated
and signed the Treaty of Nanjing, ending the First Opium War (1839–42). At the time of the 1911
Revolution, Liangbi was a leading proponent of resistance to the Republicans. It was his
assassination in late January 1912 that, as much as anything, convinced the court to
abdicate.33CHART 1.1. Prominent Members of the Imperial Clan in the Late QingSOURCE: Li
Zhiting, Aixin Jueluo jiazu, vols. 2–3.NOTE: Dotted line = descent by adoption. Reign titles are
set in italic type.The second ethnic component of the banner system was the Mongol Eight
Banners. They were drawn mostly from the horse-riding, sheep-herding peoples of eastern
Mongolia bordering on Manchuria. The Mongol banners were also divided between Old and
New, depending on whether they had submitted to the Qing before or after the invasion of China
proper. The Old Mongols included early adherents such as the Khorchin (Keerqin) and Chahar
(Chahaer); the New Mongols were late joiners such as the Barga (Baerhu) and Olot (Elute). The
most prominent Mongol bannerman in the post-Boxer era was Xiliang (1853–1917), of the
Bordered Blue Banner, who in early 1911 was the governor-general of the three northeastern
provinces.34The third ethnic component of the Eight Banners was the Hanjun (often translated
as “Chinese banners”).35 Depending again on when they were enrolled into the system, they
too were differentiated between Old and New. The Old Hanjun were descended from the Han
frontiersmen living in southern Manchuria who had been captured by Hong Taiji. The New
Hanjun were descended from captives of later wars, principally the invasion of China proper in
1644 and the suppression of the Rebellion of the Three Feudatories (1673–81). (Other Han
prisoners of war after 1644 were put into the non-banner Army of the Green Standard [Laüying].)
The Hanjun were the least well regarded of the three ethnic components of the banner system. It
was they, particularly the New Hanjun, who bore the brunt of the Qianlong emperor’s
reorganization of the banner system. Despite their relatively low status, the Hanjun were no less
a part of the system than its other components.36 The highest-ranking Hanjun among the
officials of the post-Boxer era were the two Zhao brothers, Erxun and Erfeng, both members of
the Plain Blue Banner. Zhao Erxun (1844–1927) became in 1911 the governor-general of the
three northeastern provinces, succeeding the Mongol bannerman Xiliang; after the revolution,
he supervised the compilation of The Draft History of the Qing. His younger brother, Erfeng
(1846–1911), was the governor-general of Sichuan at the time of the revolution and was killed
shortly afterward.37The last element of the banner system, ranking lower than even the Hanjun,
comprised the bondservants. Bondservants owned by the emperor belonged to the Upper Three
Banners and were under the jurisdiction of the Imperial Household Department (Neiwufu); they
generally served in the palace. Those owned by various imperial princes belonged to the Lower
Five Banners. Bondservants were not, strictly speaking, a separate part of the Eight Banner
system, but were part of their master’s banner. Because they were hereditarily servile,
bondservants as a group, even those in the Upper Three Banners, did not rank with the regular
banners. While bondservants had played a crucial role as intermediaries for the Qing rulers
during the early part of the dynasty, they were politically insignificant in the late Qing.38The Eight



Banner organization provided the institutional framework within which its members, the banner
people, lived out their lives. All banner people—men, women, and children alike—belonged to
one of the twenty-four banners. Except for members of the imperial lineage and the
bondservants of the Upper Three Banners, who were governed by the Imperial Clan Court and
the Imperial Household Department respectively, all were subject to the jurisdiction of their
banner. Membership in a particular banner was hereditary and, except when women changed
banner affiliation on marriage, was largely immutable.39 To the banner people, the banner and
its subunits, particularly the company, were only slightly less important than the lineage and the
family.The Eight Banner system was organized along military lines. Each of the twenty-four
banners was commanded by a lieutenant-general (dutong, rank 1B [within a nine-rank system] )
and two deputy lieutenant-generals (fudutong, rank 2A), who were almost always themselves
bannermen, often imperial princes and high officials, though not necessarily members of that
particular banner or even that ethnic component within the banner system.40 Each banner
looked after its own affairs, while the Banner Duty Office (Zhinianqi), composed of
representatives from the Eight Banners, provided overall coordination.41 The banner
commanders were located in Beijing.For the banner people, the banner was one of two basic
social units. It determined, in part, the social standing of individuals because the different
banners varied in prestige depending on ethnicity and color. The color and ethnicity of a banner
also determined where its members lived, as each banner was assigned a residential area
according to the Manchu system of correlation between color and compass direction. Under this
system, which differed from that of both the Chinese and the Mongols, yellow was associated
with north, white with east, red with west, and blue with south. Thus, within Beijing’s Inner City
surrounding the Forbidden City (the emperor’s Winter Palace), the two yellow banners (the most
prestigious) were assigned land in the north, the white banners in the east, the red banners in
the west, and the blue banners (the least prestigious) in the south.42 This explains why, for
example, the Manchu novelist Lao She (1899–1966), whose family belonged to the Plain Red
Banner, was born and grew up in the west-northwest sector of Beijing.43 The distribution of the
banners by color provided the basis for the further division of the Eight Banners into two
“wings” (yi), with the Bordered Yellow, the two Whites, and the Plain Blue forming the east (or,
when facing south, left) wing, and the Plain Yellow, the two Reds, and the Bordered Blue forming
the west (or right) wing.44 A banner’s ethnicity was another, though secondary, factor in
determining its residential location. In Beijing, each of the eight sectors into which the Inner City
was divided by the color of the banner was further divided into three districts, one for each of the
ethnic components of that banner. The result was the creation in Beijing’s Inner City of twenty-
four residential zones, one for each of the banners, with the Manchu, Mongol, and Hanjun
banners interspersed throughout the city but each living in their own separate quarters.45 This
spatial arrangement by the color and ethnicity of banners was replicated in most other places
where banner soldiers were garrisoned.Each banner was divided into battalions (jiala, from the
Manchu jalan), then subdivided into companies (zuoling). In a Manchu or Hanjun banner, there



were five battalions; in a Mongol banner, only two. Each battalion was headed by a colonel
(canling, rank 3A), who was appointed from within the banner, as were all subordinate officials.
The number of companies within a battalion varied from fourteen to nineteen in the Manchu
banners, eleven to fifteen in the Mongol banners, and five to nine in the Hanjun.46 Altogether, as
we shall see, there were over two thousand banner companies.More so than the banner, the
company was the primary social organization for the banner people. Membership in a company,
as in a banner, was hereditary, and members of a company “resided together within the area
designated for their banner.”47 The company was the banner person’s primary focus of
identification, in the same way that the county was for most other Chinese. Whereas a Han
would be identified as “So-and-so of X county in Y province,” a banner person would be known
by his or her company and its parent banner. Each company was headed by a captain (also
known as zuoling, rank 4A), assisted by a lieutenant (xiaoqixiao, rank 6A). Just as the magistrate
was the “father and mother official” to the inhabitants of his county, so the captain was to the
members of his banner company. So closely was a banner company associated with its leader,
who unlike the county magistrate was not subject to rotation, that it was more likely to be
identified by the name of its captain than by its unit designation; for example, the Fifteenth
Company in the Third Battalion of the Manchu Plain Red Banner was, in 1904, better known as
“Yizhen’s company.”48Finally, the basic unit of the banner organization was the banner soldier
(qibing). Each company was assigned a quota of soldiers. In the late Qing, according to Zhang
Deze, a company in a Manchu banner had about 260 soldiers; in a Mongol company, more than
100; and in a Hanjun company, about 140.49 One of the main functions of a company captain
was to maintain a register of all the members of his company, which he submitted to his banner
headquarters and to the Board of Revenue every three years. The register recorded the name,
age, occupational status, and family relationship of every member of the company. In particular,
it classified the men according to their availability for military service: those who were not yet
sixteen years (sui) in age were classified as “young males” (youding); those who were between
sixteen and sixty as “able-bodied males” (zhuangding); those who were older than sixty as
“retired” (tuiding); and those who were ill as “handicapped” (feiding). The purpose of the register
was to keep track of those who were eligible for selection as new banner soldiers in the
company when old ones retired or died.50 Except in the Hanjun, another purpose of the register
was to assist the captain in recommending young women from his company who might be
eligible for service in the emperor’s palace.51All banner personnel, apart from their membership
in one of the twenty-four banners, were assigned to a specific geographical location, usually a
military garrison, depending on which type of banner company they belonged to. Also, all banner
soldiers were enrolled in one of several service branches. These additional affiliations served to
further differentiate the banner population. For example, Lao She’s father was a member not only
of the Manchu Plain Red Banner but also of the Metropolitan Banners in Beijing and the Guards
Division (Hujunying). Just as the statutory strength of the banner system had long been fixed by
the late Qing, so had the geographical distribution of the companies, the number and size of



individual garrisons, and (except for a few creations of the Self-Strengthening Movement in the
late nineteenth century) the size and duties of the service branches. Consequently, the
descriptions of the banner system in the 1899 edition of The Collected Statutes of the Great
Qing (Da-Qing huidian) and in The Draft History of the Qing differ hardly at all from Thomas
Wade’s detailed account in the 1851 volume of the English-language Chinese Repository, which
was based on the 1812 edition of The Collected Statutes.Banner companies were customarily
divided among three types—outer, inner, and garrison—but there was a fourth type as well,
which may be called “affiliated.” Outer companies (wai zuoling) consisted of the regular banner
units located in and around Beijing; they were commonly called the Metropolitan Banners. They
were the most numerous of the four types, totaling 1,147 companies. Inner companies (nei
zuoling) were composed of bondservants and hence were also known as bondservant
companies. They, too, were located in Beijing as well as in Zhili and Fengtian. The Draft History
of the Qing suggests that they numbered 115 companies.52 Garrison companies (zhufang
zuoling) were regular banner units stationed outside Beijing at various locations in the provinces;
they added up to 817. These three types of banner companies, which altogether totaled 2,079,
are usually thought of as constituting the totality of the banner force. However, as The Collected
Statutes also indicates, there was a fourth type of banner company, which consisted of various
frontier peoples who belonged to the banner system but were not formally counted among the
provincial garrisons. There is no complete accounting of the strength of such affiliated banner
companies.Soldiers of the Metropolitan Banners were divided principally among five long-
established service branches (listed in order of prestige): the Escorts (Qinjunying), Vanguard
(Qianfengying), Guards (Hujunying), Light Cavalry (Xiaoqiying), and Infantry or Gendarmerie
(Bujunying), all of which date from the days of Nurhaci and Hong Taiji. Subsequently, in the early
Qing, several new units were created: the Firearms Division (Huoqiying), Yuanmingyuan
Guards, and Scouts (Jianruiying). During the Self-Strengthening Movement in the late Qing, yet
another new unit, which contemporary Westerners called the Peking Field Force (Shenjiying),
was added to the Metropolitan Banners. All of these units, including the Peking Field Force,
served principally in one capacity or another as palace guards for the emperor and his
residences. Thus, nine-tenths of the Metropolitan Banners were stationed in Beijing’s Inner City.
The remainder were quartered near the emperor’s Summer Palace in the northwestern
suburb.The total strength of the Metropolitan Banners, according to different estimates, ranged
between 125,000 and 150,000 soldiers and officers (see table 1.1). T. F. Wade’s statistics for the
various divisions indicate that the Metropolitan Banners consisted of 7,305 officers, 90,333
regular soldiers, 31,064 reservists, and 2,497 artisans and others, for a total of 131,199. An
1849 source cited by Wang Zhonghan said that the total was 149,425. Yang Du, writing in 1907,
quoted figures for the banner units in Beijing that add up to 139,430. The Draft History of the
Qing asserts that the Metropolitan Banners numbered 126,989.53 On the basis of these
sources, it may be estimated that the total strength of the Metropolitan Banners in the late Qing
was about 130,000 soldiers and officers. If the roughly 20,000 bondservants (derived from Wade



and The Draft History of the Qing) are added to this figure, then altogether the banner personnel
in and around Beijing totaled about 150,000.Banner personnel who were not in the Metropolitan
Banners or in bondservant companies belonged to either garrison companies or, in some
instances, affiliated banner detachments. According to The Collected Statutes, the garrison
companies numbered 817, divided among ninety-one garrisons, with each garrison assigned a
certain number of companies and a quota of soldiers and officers.54 As was previously noted,
there is no complete accounting of the affiliated companies. The ninety-one provincial garrisons
varied greatly in size. The largest ones—namely, Shengjing (7,031), Xi’an (6,588), and Jingzhou
(5,668)—had more than five thousand soldiers each; the smallest ones, such as Shunyi in Zhili,
had only fifty soldiers. The larger or more important provincial garrisons typically were
commanded by a general (jiangjun, often translated into English as “Tartar-general”; rank 1B) or
a brigade-general (also fudutong; rank 2A); the smaller garrisons, by a military commandant
(chengshouwei, rank 3A; or fangshouwei, rank 4A) or a platoon captain (fangyu, rank 5A).55
The commander of a larger garrison often had one or more smaller nearby garrisons within his
overall jurisdiction. In the most extreme case, the general at Shengjing was responsible for
twenty-four other garrisons in Fengtian. The garrison commander was usually appointed from
outside the garrison; his subordinates came from within the garrison.TABLE 1.1. Composition
and Strength of the Banner Troops in BeijingSOURCES: Wade, “Army of the Chinese Empire,”
254, 308; Qingshigao, 130:3886–89; Yang Du, Yang Du ji, 425; Liu Fenghan, “Qingji ziqiang
yundong,” 346–47.As with the Metropolitan Banners, the banner soldiers in the provinces were
divided among several service branches, principally the Light Cavalry, the Vanguard, and the
Infantry, with the Light Cavalry as the principal unit. Unlike the Metropolitan Banners, the
provincial garrisons did not include Escorts and Guards, and they also largely excluded the
Hanjun. Following the large-scale demobilization of the Hanjun during the Qianlong era, almost
all of the provincial garrisons were staffed solely by Manchu and Mongol banner soldiers. Only
the garrisons in the three northeastern territories (particularly Fengtian) and in Guangzhou and
Fuzhou had any Hanjun.56The garrison at Jingzhou (present-day Jiangling), the historically
strategic city in Hubei up the Yangzi River from Wuhan, was, except for its large size, a
representative provincial garrison. Established by the Kangxi emperor in 1683 following the
suppression of the Rebellion of the Three Feudatories, it was headed by a general and
consisted of fifty-six companies: forty from the Manchu banners, sixteen from the Mongol
banners, and none from the Hanjun. Assisting the general were two brigade-generals, each
responsible for one of the two wings into which the companies were divided by banner color.
Below the two brigade-generals were ten regimental colonels (xieling, rank 3B), one for each of
the eight Manchu banners and one for each of the two wings of Mongol banners. Each of the
fifty-six companies was headed by a captain, with ten of the captains serving concurrently as
regimental colonels. Each company also had one platoon captain and one lieutenant. Aside from
the officers, the garrison was made up of—according to The Collected Statutes of the Great Qing
—5,668 soldiers, two-thirds of whom (3,800) were either privates (majia) or corporals (lingcui) in



the Light Cavalry. The remaining soldiers consisted of 200 vanguards, 700 infantrymen, 80
artillerymen, 168 artisans, and 720 reservists (yangyubing).57 Insofar as they were members of
one of the Eight Banners, they were under the jurisdiction of the commander of their respective
banner in Beijing. At the same time, because they were stationed in the provinces, they were
also under the jurisdiction of the general of their garrison. Thus, no less than their peers in
Beijing, the banner soldiers in the provinces possessed multiple identities, depending on their
banner, geographical location, and service branch. During the post-Boxer era, probably the most
prominent bannerman who came from the provinces was Tieliang (1863–1938), a member of
the Manchu Bordered White Banner from the Jingzhou garrison. He rose to the position of grand
councilor in 1905 and was both a bitter rival of Yuan Shikai (1859–1916) and a hated enemy of
the republican revolutionaries.58By the late Qing, the assignment of soldiers to a garrison was
hereditary and permanent.59 The last large-scale uprooting of banner soldiers was after the
Taiping Rebellion, when the ranks of such decimated garrisons as Hangzhou and Nanjing were
replenished by recruits from other garrisons. The Hangzhou garrison, whose statutory strength
was 2,216 soldiers, was virtually reconstituted between 1865 and 1880 by 1,461 transfers from
Zhapu, Fuzhou, Dezhou, Qingzhou, Jingzhou, and Chengdu. The destroyed garrisons, however,
were not always restored to full strength. The Nanjing garrison originally had 4,666 soldiers in 40
companies, but when it was restocked by transfers from Jingzhou following the Taiping
massacre, it had only 2,424 soldiers in 24 companies.60The provincial garrisons were widely
distributed among four geographical regions: the “capital region” (jifu), northeast China,
northwest China, and the rest of China proper (see table 1.2).61 According to The Collected
Statutes of the Great Qing, the banner soldiers in the capital region, which encompassed most
of Zhili Province outside Beijing, were divided among 25 garrisons, with a total of 14,238
soldiers organized into 54 banner companies. The largest of these garrisons, with 2,100 soldiers
and headed by a brigade-general, was at Miyun, north of the capital. Also within the region were
two large affiliated banner detachments, both stationed outside the Great Wall. One was a
detachment of 1,000 soldiers at the Mulan imperial hunting grounds, north of Rehe, commanded
by the Rehe lieutenant-general. (It is unclear from The Collected Statutes how many banner
companies these 1,000 soldiers constituted.) The other, consisting of 10,800 Chahar, Olot,
Barga, and other Mongols organized into 120 companies, was under the jurisdiction of the
Chahar lieutenant-general at Zhangjiakou. Finally, although they were not formally counted
among the capital region contingent of garrisons or among the affiliated detachments, a group of
1,460 banner soldiers guarded the two sets of Qing imperial tombs in Zhili: the Eastern Tombs
near Zunhua (where the Shunzhi, Kangxi, Qianlong, Xianfeng, and Tongzhi emperors are
buried) and the Western Tombs near Yixian (where the Yongzheng, Jiaqing, and Daoguang
emperors are buried).62TABLE 1.2. Disposition and Strength of the Provincial
BannersSOURCES: Da-Qing huidian, 84: 4b-8a; 86: 4b-8a; Wade, “Army of the Chinese
Empire,” 315, 321, 324–25.The banner contingent in the northeast (or Manchuria) consisted of
338 companies, totaling 35,361 soldiers in forty-four garrisons, six of which were attached



“water forces” (shuishiying). They were divided among the three territories of Fengtian, Jilin, and
Heilongjiang, each headed by a general. Slightly more than half of the banner troops in
Manchuria were located in the southernmost territory, Fengtian, whose capital, Shengjing (also
known as Mukden, now Shenyang), was the site of the largest provincial garrison in the country.
Yet other banner soldiers not counted among the regular banner companies were located in the
northeast. These included three large affiliated detachments. One was the Buteha [Hunting]
Eight Banners, made up of Solun, Daur, and Oroqen; another was a “herding” detachment
composed of Barga and Olot. Both were located in the Greater Xing’an Mountains in what is
now Inner Mongolia, and both were under the jurisdiction of the Heilongjiang general at Qiqihar.
The third affiliated detachment was made up of the Hezhe and Kiakar along the coast of the
Japan Sea, who were under the authority of the brigade-general at Sanxing in Jilin (now Yilan in
present-day Heilongjiang). Also counted as part of the banner force in the northeast were two
other groups: the seven hundred soldiers stationed in detachments of twenty to fifty under
platoon captains at nineteen gates (bianmen) along the length of the Willow Palisade
(Liutiaobian), which enclosed southern Manchuria; and the 539 soldiers guarding the three early
Qing imperial tombs in Fengtian (including those of Nurhaci and Hong Taiji).63The banner
contingent in the northwest consisted of eight garrisons, with 15,642 soldiers organized into 119
companies, stretched out along a vast arc from Ningxia in the east to the Yili River valley on the
Xinjiang-Russian border in the west. These eight garrisons were distributed among three
subregions: Ningxia and the Gansu corridor, eastern Xinjiang, and western Xinjiang. The largest
of the northwestern garrisons was at Huiyuan (also Kuldja, now Yining), on the Yili River, with
forty companies under the command of a general. Also under the authority of the general at Yili
were two tribal detachments, one Solun and one Daur, relocated from northern Manchuria in the
mid-eighteenth century; they were encamped along the south bank of the Yili River and were
considered as part of the Yili garrison rather than as affiliated banner soldiers.64Finally, the
banner contingent in China proper (exclusive of Zhili) consisted of 39,879 soldiers, organized
into 306 companies and divided among fourteen garrisons and two attached water forces.
Except for Yunnan-Guizhou in the southwest, there was at least one banner garrison in each of
G. William Skinner’s “macro-regions,” usually (but not always) in the core city of the region. Each
of the three regions closest to the capital had more than one garrison. In the plains of north
China, excluding the Metropolitan Banners in Beijing and the capital-region contingents in Zhili,
the banner forces were stationed in three cities: Qingzhou (now Yidu), in east-central Shandong;
Dezhou, on the Grand Canal in western Shandong; and Kaifeng. In the northwest highlands, the
banner forces were stationed in three cities also: Xi’an, Suiyuan (now Hohhot), and Taiyuan. In
the lower Yangzi region of east-central China, the banner troops were divided among four
garrisons: Nanjing (or Jiangning), Zhenjiang (or Jingkou), Hangzhou, and Zhapu, on the
Zhejiang coast halfway between Hangzhou and Shanghai. Each of the other four macro-regions
had only one garrison. In the middle Yangzi region, the garrison was at Jingzhou; in the upper
Yangzi region, at Chengdu; along the southeast coast, at Fuzhou; and in the West River region of



south China, at Guangzhou. At both Fuzhou and Guangzhou the garrison included an attached
water force.65The total strength of the ninety-one provincial garrisons was about 110,000 (see
table 1.2). Together with the 150,000 soldiers in the Metropolitan Banners and the bondservant
companies, the total banner force (exclusive of the affiliated detachments) adds up to 260,000
soldiers. Of these, roughly 55 percent were concentrated in Beijing and 45 percent were
scattered among the provinces, with 5 percent in the capital region, 19 percent in the northeast,
6 percent in the northwest, and 15 percent in the rest of China proper. This finding accords well
with Wang Zhonghan’s estimates for 1849: 149,425 (52 percent) in Beijing, 52,552 (18 percent)
in the northeast, and 85,219 (30 percent) everywhere else in China. If an estimated forty
thousand soldiers in the affiliated detachments are added to the others to produce a grand total
of three hundred thousand banner soldiers, then the banner troops would have been evenly
divided between the capital and the provinces, which is what Zheng Tianting and numerous
other scholars have concluded.66These three hundred thousand banner soldiers constituted
the core personnel of the Eight Banner system, but they were by no means all of the banner
people, for the Eight Banners were not only a military organization made up of banner soldiers
but also an administrative system that incorporated the banner soldiers’ numerous dependents.
In addition to bannermen’s wives and daughters, the system also included many men who were
not soldiers. It is a common misconception that every able-bodied adult bannerman was a
soldier. As the banner population proliferated over the course of the Qing period while the size of
the banner army remained more or less fixed, it was not even the case (contrary to the
recollection of Aixin Jueluo Zongkui) that every banner family produced a banner soldier. Those
bannermen who failed to be selected as soldiers and who were not otherwise employed (e.g.,
as officials) were known as xiansan or (from the Manchu) sula, that is, unsalaried or “idle”
bannermen.67These idle bannermen loomed large among the banner soldiers’ dependents, but
how numerous were they in the late Qing? Different sets of information yield very different
answers. At one extreme, several banner company records from the Beijing area in 1904
suggest that the unsalaried may have constituted no more than one-third or one-half of all adult
bannermen. Thus, in one Manchu banner company (perhaps of the Plain White Banner) headed
by the gioro Juntong, only 49 out of 128 adult men (38 percent) were xiansan; in another
company of unspecified ethnicity commanded by Songhua, 100 out of 216 (46 percent) were
xiansan. In a third company, Yizhen’s in the Manchu Plain Red Banner, of 168 able-bodied adult
men, 79 were soldiers; the other 89 (53 percent) were presumably xiansan. Viewed from a
different angle, these company rosters suggest that the ratio of banner soldiers to adult
bannermen was roughly one to two or two to three.68 At the other extreme, some authorities
suggest, though without much supporting evidence, that this ratio of no fewer than one banner
soldier to two adult bannermen is much too narrow. A Short History of the Manchus (Manzu
jianshi), for example, asserts that already in the days of Hong Taiji only one in three adult males
was selected as a banner soldier and that by the Qianlong reign in the mid-eighteenth century,
only one in eight was so selected. Wang Zhonghan similarly estimates that by the late 1840s the



ratio of banner soldiers to adult bannermen had widened to one to fifteen.69Yet another type of
source, family genealogies from the northeast, yields statistics that fall between these two
extremes. According to the records of three banner families in eastern Fengtian—the Guan
(Guaerjia, or Gūwalgiya) and the Wu (Wushu) in Xinbin and the Wang (Wanyan, or Wanggiya) in
Xiuyan—only about 10 percent of the males in each of the three families ever qualified as
soldiers or officials. Among the Guan, for example, over the course of eight generations
stretching from before 1644 and to 1825, there were altogether 230 males in the family, of whom
only 24 were soldiers and 7 were officials; the other 199 (87 percent) were xiansan. In the eighth
generation alone, living in the early nineteenth century, there were 87 Guan males, of whom only
3 were soldiers; 84 were xiansan. Among the Wu, of 226 males going back twelve generations,
only 23 were soldiers or officials; among the Wang, of 123 males over four generations, all but
12 were xiansan. Similarly, in Daoyi, a banner village in Fengtian near Shengjing, according to a
detailed analysis of its banner registers in the eighteenth century, only about 10 percent of the
males were or had been in military or administrative service. In short, the three northeastern
family genealogies and the Daoyi registers agree that the ratio of banner soldiers to bannermen
was about one to ten.70If one were to accept one to ten as the approximate ratio of banner
soldiers to bannermen and then factor in the female half of the system, the banner soldiers
would have accounted for about one-twentieth (5 percent) of the entire population of banner
people. Indeed, records of the Banner Affairs Office (Qiwuchu) in Fengtian in 1910 confirm that
banner soldiers and officials made up 4.9 percent of all the banner people of the province.71
Consequently, if the total number of banner soldiers was three hundred thousand and the ratio
of soldiers to banner people was one to twenty, then the total banner population in the late Qing
would have been six million. This is roughly comparable to the figure of five million that Liang
Qichao, Zou Rong, and other anti-Manchu critics of the early post-Boxer era regularly gave as
the number of Manchus. If so, the banner people constituted slightly more than 1 percent of the
total population of China at the time.SEPARATE . . .On 23 July 1865 an edict issued in the name
of the nine-year-old Tongzhi emperor (r. 1861–75) endorsed a memorial from Governor Shen
Guifen (1817–81) of Shanxi urging a fundamental reform of the Eight Banner system. The
governor had proposed thathereafter all banner people [qiren] who wish to go out and make
their own living . . . be permitted by the lieutenant-general [of their banner] to venture forth. If they
wish to settle down and work in the provinces, they should be permitted to notify the local county
magistrate and be registered as banner people. . . . In all litigation, they should then come under
the jurisdiction of the county magistrate. If some do not attend to their own affairs but stir up
trouble, they should be punished by the local officials on the same basis as civilians [minren].
Those who wish to be reclassified as civilians should be entered in the local registers as
civilians.It is on the basis of this “important” edict that Mary Wright concludes, “Most of the last
restrictions separating the Manchus from the [Han] Chinese were removed in 1865.”72 The
Tongzhi emperor’s decree did not, however, have the far-reaching impact that Wright ascribes to
it, simply because it was never carried out. Consequently, even after 1865, the Manchus



continued, as before, to live lives that were separate from and unequal to those of the
Han.73Manchus were segregated from Han in four important respects: administratively,
occupationally, residentially, and socially. First, they were kept apart from Han administratively by
a system known as “separate governance of banner people and civilians” (qimin fenzhi). As the
1865 edict indicates, Manchus were classified differently from Han. They were registered as
“banner people,” whereas the non-banner people, who were nearly all Han, were generally
registered as “civilian.” These classifications were hereditary and essentially permanent. Not
since the seventeenth century had Han been enrolled into the banner system. As for the
Manchus, they had rarely been permitted to leave the system, and this had occurred only on the
explicit instruction of the ruler, such as when the Qianlong emperor ordered the demobilization
of a large number of Hanjun and their reclassification as civilians. The 1865 edict cited by Wright
admittedly made it easier than before for a banner person to resign from the system, because it
gave blanket authorization to the commanders of the twenty-four banners to approve individual
requests to get out. The decree, however, merely permitted—it did not order—the
reclassification of the banner population. There is no evidence that many members asked or
were allowed to resign from their banners.Due to their different classifications, Manchus were
governed separately from Han. As civilians, the Han were under the jurisdiction of the regular
local administrative hierarchy, which ranged upward from the county magistrate to the provincial
governor; as banner people, the Manchus were subject to their own set of officials, from the
captain of their banner company to the lieutenant-general of their banner in Beijing. Generally
speaking, civilian officials had no jurisdiction over banner people, nor did banner officials have
authority over civilians. For example, at Xiuyan, a garrison town in eastern Fengtian with
between five hundred and six hundred banner soldiers, the banner people were under the
command of their garrison’s senior military commandant and ultimately the general at
Shengjing; the civilian population, on the other hand, was governed by a second-class
subprefect (tongpan) locally and by the metropolitan prefect of Fengtian at Shengjing. Legal
cases involving members of both populations in Xiuyan required joint adjudication by the
garrison’s commandant and the subprefect.74 On the face of it, the 1865 edict did away with at
least part of this administrative segregation when it extended the judicial authority of local civil
officials to cover those banner people who had opted to settle in the provinces but had kept their
banner classification. It appears, however, that few banner members exercised this option either.
Consequently, both the separate classification and the separate governance of banner people
and civilians continued in force down to the end of the century.Second, Manchus were
segregated from Han occupationally in that they, in essence, constituted a hereditary military
caste from which non-banner civilians were excluded. As members of the Eight Banner system,
their primary responsibility was to fight, when needed, as soldiers in the banner army, and when
they were not soldiering, they were permitted only to serve as officials in the Qing government or
to farm. They were specifically barred from engaging in trade or other occupations.75 These
prohibitions applied not only to the banner soldiers but to other members of the banner system



as well. Although the 1865 edict explicitly allowed the banner people “to go out and make their
own living,” it does not appear to have had any practical consequences. Manchus in the late
nineteenth century still labored under the old occupational restrictions, which by and large set
them apart from Han.Third, Manchus were segregated from Han residentially. Half of the banner
population were hereditarily assigned to the Metropolitan Banners in Beijing, and most of the
rest to one or another of the ninety-one provincial garrisons that were unevenly distributed
throughout the Qing empire. Whether in Beijing or in the provinces, all banner people were
tightly bound to their respective garrisons. In particular, they were not allowed to travel beyond a
certain distance of their garrison headquarters without the explicit approval of their superiors. In
Beijing they were restricted to within forty li (about thirteen miles) of the capital, and in the
provinces to within twenty li of their garrison (although in the northeast it was one hundred li, or
thirty-three miles). These limits applied as well to the location of banner settlements away from a
garrison city. For example, Sanjiazitun (Three Family Village, in present-day Fuyu County),
whose banner personnel were under the jurisdiction of the Heilongjiang general, was located
ninety-five li north of Qiqihar, near the outer limit of the permissible range for Manchuria. Any
banner person who ventured beyond these specified distances without permission was
considered a deserter. Manchus thus lacked the Han’s freedom of movement. When the
expectant prefect Jitai, of the Hanjun Bordered Red Banner, died in Shandong in 1888, his son
had to petition his banner commander for a travel permit to accompany the coffin back to the
capital. As the Shandong governor observed in a covering letter forwarding the petition,If the
family of the deceased had been classified as civilian, there would have been no need to
request permission to begin their journey. This youth, however, belongs to a banner. Heretofore,
each banner person, when leaving the capital on official business, has been required to report in
writing to his lieutenant-general’s headquarters before he can proceed76In the urban centers
where they were garrisoned, except in Manchuria, the banner soldiers and their dependents
lived in special quarters known as “Manchu cities” (Mancheng), which may be classified into four
types depending on their spatial relationship to the indigenous population.77 One type was the
“attached twin city,” where the Manchus lived in a walled enclosure that was external to but
contiguous with another walled city that the non-banner people inhabited. Beijing’s Inner (or
“Tartar”) City is the sole example of this type. When the Qing forces captured the Ming capital in
the seventeenth century, they expelled all of the residents of the Inner City, which they took over
entirely for their own people, and they relegated the Han and other non-banner people to the old
walled addition to the south known as the Outer (or “Chinese”) City78 A second, and related,
type was the “detached twin city,” where the banner people were quartered in a new, specially
built walled city that was near to but separate from an existing walled city where the other people
lived. In Shanxi, for example, the Manchus were garrisoned at Suiyuan, built in the 1730s, while
Han, Mongols, and others lived about a mile and a half to the northeast in the Ming-era city of
Guihua; known locally as the New and Old Cities respectively, these two settlements are now
districts of the city of Hohhot in Inner Mongolia. Other Manchu cities of this second type were at



Qingzhou (Shandong), Ningxia, and, until it was destroyed in the 1860s, Urumqi
(Xinjiang).79Two other types of Manchu cities, which Mark Elliott aptly calls “intramural,” were
located within an existing walled city. One type was a walled compound entirely enclosed within
the larger Han city, such as in Kaifeng and Zhenjiang.80 The other type, by far the most
common, was not fully surrounded by its own set of walls but instead shared a part of the larger
Han city’s external walls. The amount of land occupied by the banner people in these intramural
Manchu cities varied greatly. As depicted on maps, the Manchu city in Jingzhou took up the
entire eastern half of the walled city; in Xi’an, the northeastern third; in Guangzhou, the western
fourth; in Nanjing, a substantial portion of the southeastern sector within the old Ming imperial
city; and in Taiyuan, merely the southwestern corner.81 As in Beijing, wherever the banner
people occupied portions of an existing city, they had first cleared the area of its former
residents; they then built a set of internal walls, which were not so high nor so massive as the
external ramparts but which nevertheless clearly demarcated one group of people from the
other. Fuzhou and Guangzhou were exceptional in that their Manchu cities were not walled.82In
principle, Manchu cities were the exclusive residential quarters of the banner people. In Beijing,
non-banner people originally could visit the Inner City during the day but not dwell there. At
Hohhot, non-banner people, who lived at the Old City of Guihua, could not enter the new
Manchu city of Suiyuan at will. Similarly, at Zhenjiang, the Manchu garrison “was off limits to
Han.”83 In reality, with the passage of time, a growing number of non-banner civilians did live in
the Manchu cities. In the capital, some high-ranking Han officials were, by imperial grace,
allowed to reside within the Inner City. For example, Zhang Zhidong (1837–1909), who served
on the Grand Council during 1907–9, lived on Baimixie Street just outside Di’anmen, the
northern entrance into the Imperial City.84 More commonly, shopkeepers managed in time to
gain admission into the Manchu cities, especially since the banner people themselves were
prohibited from engaging in commerce. In Beijing, by the mid-nineteenth century the population
of the Inner City included some fifteen thousand non-Manchu shopkeeper households, in
addition to the seventy-six thousand regular banner households.85 Nevertheless, despite this
Han influx, the Manchu cities remained down to the late Qing predominantly Manchu in
population, even if they were no longer exclusively so, as the scattered census returns from
1908 and 1910 reveal. In Beijing, as late as 1908, the banner people still constituted 54 percent
of the 414,528 individuals in the Inner City. In Chengdu, they were 53 percent of the households
in the Manchu City; and in Xi’an, 64 percent.86 Non-banner civilian immigration, therefore, had
eroded but did not destroy the Manchu cities’ fundamental characteristic as ethnic
ghettoes.Another characteristic of Manchu cities was that even with their Han inhabitants, they
were sparsely populated, particularly when contrasted with the rest of their host city. (Beijing was
an exception: the population of the Inner City slightly exceeded that of the Outer City.)87
Intramural Manchu cities, as noted, sometimes took up as much as one-quarter or even one-half
of an entire city, yet proportionately their resident population was considerably less. In
Guangzhou, where they occupied about one-fourth of the city’s area within the walls, the banner



people probably numbered no more than one-tenth, or perhaps even one-twentieth, of the city’s
estimated total population of six hundred thousand. Foreign visitors in the late nineteenth
century often commented on the parklike atmosphere of the spacious yet sparsely populated
Manchu cities. One lauded the Manchu City in Xi’an for “its wide, healthy spaces, its lovely
gardens, its grand old trees.” Of Chengdu, where the banner people took up one-fifth of the city,
another wrote, “The Manchu quarter is one of the most picturesque parts of the city, with the
charm of a dilapidated village set in untidy gardens and groves of fine trees.”88 The sharp
difference in population density and in the pace of life between the Manchu and Han quarters in
Chengdu was captured well in a novel by Li Jieren (1891–1962), Ripples across Stagnant Water
(Sishui weilan), written in 1935 but set at the end of the Qing. Separated by a low wall, the two
areas were known locally as the Small City (Shaocheng) and the Big City (Dacheng):The low
wall created two entirely different worlds. In the Big City, there were houses and shops
everywhere and numerous pedestrians would be moving to and fro on the cobblestone streets.
Not a drop of green could be seen in the whole district. By contrast, as soon as one entered the
Manchu City, there were trees in abundance. . . . Everywhere was one vast expanse of green. A
broad unpaved road [probably present-day Changshun Street] flanked by low yellow earthen
walls extended itself among the shadows far into the distance. Inside the walls, flowers and trees
complemented the low houses, interspersed with ponds covered with lotus blossoms. And
human beings were rarely to be seen. Unlike, for example, the Big City where pedestrians would
be everywhere and on some of the downtown streets you would have to squeeze through
shoulder to shoulder. In the Manchu City, you could walk down whole streets without
encountering other pedestrians. In any case, those whom you did meet were utterly different
from people in the Big City where, except for some cultured older types, everyone was invariably
in a hurry. Here [in the Small City] most of the male pedestrians would be strolling with a bird
cage in their hands or a fishing-rod on their shoulders. As for the females, dressed in long
gowns, waists cinched and hair tied back, they would walk along slowly in their slippers smoking
long bamboo pipes. The Manchu City was indeed a different world.89In sum, in an urban
environment such as Chengdu, Manchus and Han lived out their lives in separate worlds and
generally had little to do with one another. Because the Manchu City had few stores and
workshops, it was economically dependent on the rest of the host city. Aside from commerce,
however, the two populations did not interact much. As one longtime resident of Chengdu
recalls, “Before the Xuantong era [1908–12], the Han people very rarely entered the Small City
for recreation; similarly, the banner people hardly ever went to the Big City for activity. The line
between the two was very strict.”90As for the sizable minority of banner people who did not live
in urban garrisons, they too were residentially segregated. Those in Zhili Province outside
Beijing lived on land that long ago was cleared of its Han inhabitants, for in the mid-seventeenth
century, the newly established Qing, in a move that paralleled the expulsion of previous
residents from Beijing’s Inner City, had “enclosed” (quanzhan) much of the land within a five-
hundred-li (170–mile) radius of the capital, evicting the Han farmers and reallocating the land to



its banner soldiers and bondservants to farm.91 Although many Han farmers subsequently
managed to filter back into the region and, despite a prohibition on the sale of banner land, even
regain control of the land from their Manchu proprietors, Manchus and Han lived apart from
each other in separate settlements. Thus, near the Summer Palace, soldiers of the Outer
Detachment of the Firearms Division resided in walled villages whose inhabitants were entirely
banner people. The bondservants working on imperial or princely estates in various parts of
Zhili, such as Xiaoyingzi in Qinglong County and Zhoujiazhuang in present-day Yi County,
likewise lived in separate communities composed of banner people. Such ethnic enclaves were
also widespread in Fengtian. For example, the village of Daoyi, north of Shengjing, was
composed predominantly, if not exclusively, of Hanjun.92The most extensive example of the
Manchus’ residential segregation was central and northern Manchuria, which, even more so
than the five-hundred-li zone around Beijing, was supposed to be an exclusively banner domain
from which non-banner civilians were barred. This was the region north and east of the Willow
Palisade. The palisade, an earthen levee about a yard high planted with a row of willow trees
with a parallel trench about three yards deep, was composed of three sections radiating outward
from the vicinity of Kaiyuan, north of Shengjing, dividing Manchuria into three distinct regions. To
the south was the Liao River plain of Fengtian, which the Han had long cultivated. To the west
was the arid steppe occupied by Mongols. Finally, to the east and northeast was the forested
region of Jilin and Heilongjiang, from which the original (or Old) Manchus had come. The Qing
rulers were determined to maintain this third region of Manchuria, in Robert Lee’s words, as “a
fountainhead of ancestral virtues and a reservoir of military power,” by prohibiting Han
immigration beyond the Willow Palisade.93The Qing’s efforts at keeping northern Manchuria a
Manchu preserve free of the Han were a mixed success. On the one hand, the Willow Palisade
was no Great Wall; it was lightly guarded, poorly maintained, and easily penetrated. There were
along the entire length of the barrier only nineteen gates, through which all traffic into and out of
the region was supposed to be funneled, and each was guarded by fifty or fewer banner
soldiers. Furthermore, by the nineteenth century, the palisade itself was run-down at so many
points as to be all but useless. The British consular official Alexander Hosie (1853–1925)
observed in 1896 that “little but the gates, each with its guard of a few soldiers, remains.” Long
before then, Robert Lee says, the palisade had been “breached at will,” as Han from
overcrowded north China ignored the ban in search of land to farm. On the other hand,
notwithstanding its porosity and deterioration, the Willow Palisade could not be, and was not,
ignored with impunity. Thus, even though the barrier had supposedly been breached at will for
over a century, there were still very few Han immigrants living in Jilin and Heilongjiang in the
1860s.94 Indeed, it was the very success of the Qing in keeping the Han out of the northernmost
parts of Manchuria that allowed the Russians in 1860 to walk off with the extensive territory north
of the Amur River and east of the Ussuri.95 Even when afterward the Qing began to allow Han
immigration into northern Manchuria to forestall the Russians from further encroachments, the
effect was geographically limited. The opening-up started with the Lalin district along the middle



reaches of the Songhua River (in Jilin) in 1860 and the Hulan basin (in Heilongjiang) in 1862; it
was subsequently extended to the upper Mudan valley, the Tumen valley, and the upper Ussuri
(all in Jilin) between 1878 and 1882 and the Tongken valley (in Heilongjiang) in 1896.96
However, aside from these specific areas where Han immigration was now unrestricted, much of
northern Manchuria beyond the Willow Palisade was still in the late nineteenth century
populated largely, though no longer exclusively, by banner people.Last, Manchus were
segregated socially from Han. In particular, they were forbidden to marry Han. For example, the
Manchus at Xiuyan, the garrison town in eastern Fengtian, observed four “big taboos”
concerning marriage. Along with prohibitions against marrying someone with the same
surname, someone from the same generation, or a minor was a prohibition against marrying a
Han. According to local informants, the ban on Manchu-Han intermarriage was “a regulation of
the dynasty and could never, ever, be contravened.” The prohibition does not appear in the Qing
code as such, but successive Qing rulers, including the Yongzheng emperor and Empress
Dowager Cixi, declared it to be imperial policy. As Ding Yizhuang asserts, “The prohibition
against marriage between banner people and civilians was indeed extraordinarily severe.”97As
a cumulative consequence of the various aspects of segregation, Manchus and Han generally
lived in separate communities and kept apart from each other. Indeed, the banner garrisons
were so isolated from the local population that they often became “language islands,” where, as
in Jingzhou, the banner people, after two and a half centuries, still spoke the standard Chinese
(Mandarin; Putonghua) dialect of north China, from which their ancestors had been dispatched,
rather than the dialect of the people among whom they were living. In Guangzhou, according to
a 1959 field survey, “prior to the 1911 Revolution the Manchus all spoke standard Chinese.
Although they could understand and talk Cantonese, they normally did not speak it.” Similarly,
according to the journalist Harry A. Franck in the early 1920s, the Manchus at Xi’an were
“recognizable to the others by their Peking dialect.”98 The persistence of such linguistic
distinctions is additional evidence that the two groups had rarely interacted.. . . AND
UNEQUALIn addition to keeping Manchus and Han separate, the Qing rulers dealt with the two
populations unequally. Their policy was not so much anti-Han as pro-Manchu, but their
favoritism toward the Manchus occurred unavoidably at the expense of the Han. Thus, down to
the end of the nineteenth century, the banner people received preferential treatment over the
non-banner civilians in three broad areas: legal, political, and economic.Legally, Manchus (as
banner people) were treated differently as well as better than Han (as civilians). If, for example, a
Manchu and a Han were brought before a court on a legal matter, the Han was required to kneel
before the magistrate, whereas the Manchu was permitted to stand.99 More important, if found
guilty of a crime, a Manchu was subject to a lesser punishment than a Han. According to the
Qing code, banner people could opt for a beating with a whip instead of a bamboo rod, and they
could substitute wearing the cangue in place of penal servitude or even military exile. In one
early nineteenth-century case, a Manchu in Heilongjiang was found guilty in the accidental
death of a boy. If the defendant had been a Han, he would have been beaten with one hundred



blows of the heavy bamboo rod and exiled for life at a distance of three thousand li (one
thousand miles), but because he was a bannerman, his sentence was reduced to an equal
number of blows of the whip and the wearing of the cangue for sixty days.100 The 1865 edict
permitting banner members to leave the system would have greatly reduced such forms of
discrimination between Manchus and Han, because it specified that those banner people who
had asked to be reclassified as civilians, as well as those who had resettled in the provinces but
had kept their banner status, would be subject to the same laws as the civilians. However, since
the edict was not widely implemented, the special consideration that Manchus received in legal
matters remained in force down to the end of the century.Politically, Manchus benefited from
preferential treatment in recruitment, appointment, and tenure. In recruitment, there were four
methods by which Manchus could enter the civil bureaucracy much more easily than could Han.
First, when bannermen participated in the regular (or “literary”) examinations, they were
assigned separate quotas that were more generous than those for the Han. Thus, among the
4,457 who passed the triennial metropolitan examinations and were awarded the jinshi degree
between 1862 and 1894 were 242 bannermen, who constituted 5.4 percent of all successful
candidates, which was several times greater than their share of China’s total population. They
included the previously noted Xiliang and Zhao Erxun, both of the class of 1874. Two other
bannermen officials of the post-Boxer era who entered the civil service by way of the regular
examinations were Duanfang (1861–1911), governor-general of Zhili in 1909, and Natong, a
grand councilor during the Zaifeng regency (1908–11) at the end of the dynasty; they gained
their provincial, or juren, degrees in 1882 and 1885 respectively.101Second, Manchus were
allowed to take a separate set of examinations that were less demanding than the literary ones
and from which the Han were excluded. These “translation” (fanyi) examinations led to degrees
that were identical to those awarded under the literary examinations except for the addition of
the prefix fanyi (e.g., fanyi jinshi). As their name suggests, they were an exercise in translation:
from Chinese to Manchu for Manchu bannermen and Hanjun, and from Manchu to Mongol for
Mongol bannermen. They typically asked for a commentary on and a translation from the Four
Books of the Confucian classics. Compared with their literary counterpart, the translation
examinations were shorter, consisting of, for example, two rather than three sessions for the
metropolitan examination; moreover, their success rate was several times higher. In the early
nineteenth century, about one in fifteen bannermen passed the translation examination for the
provincial degree, and about one in five or six passed the metropolitan examination. Because
they were less difficult, the translation examinations lacked prestige and did not attract the most
capable of bannermen candidates. Nevertheless, they were no less effective a way for
bannermen to enter government service than were the literary examinations. For example, the
Hanjun Fengshan (d. 1911), who in 1907 replaced Yuan Shikai as commander of four Beiyang
New Army divisions, acquired his provincial degree via a translation examination.102Third,
Manchus were also allowed to enter the government by taking yet another translation test that
qualified them for employment as low-ranking metropolitan officials known as Manchu-language



scribes (bitieshi, from the Manchu bithesi). The test itself was quite easy, and while it was open
to holders of the translation examination degree, it could be taken by other bannermen as well. It
was, however, closed to Han. Among the officials in the post-Boxer era who obtained their first
posts as Manchu-language scribes were Fuqi, the acting general of the Guangzhou garrison
when he was assassinated in 1911, and Songshou, governor-general of Fujian-Zhejiang in
1911.103Finally, yet other Manchus entered government service without having been certified
by any sort of examination; they did so by taking advantage of their father’s hereditary yin
privilege (granted for meritorious service) or by purchasing a degree or position of their own.
Thus, Empress Dowager Cixi’s confidant Ronglu (1836–1903) started his career as an honorary
licentiate (yinsheng), a degree bestowed upon him in 1852 in recognition of his father’s death
while resisting the Taiping rebels; this led to an initial appointment to the Board of Public Works
as a second-class secretary and culminated in his appointment as a grand councilor in 1898.
Similarly, Zhao Erfeng, younger brother of the metropolitan degree holder Zhao Erxun, began
his career by purchasing a post in the salt administration in Guangdong.104 The purchase of
degrees and offices in order to enter the civil service was not, of course, a Manchu monopoly.
Yuan Shikai, for example, started by buying the title of secretary of the Imperial Patent Office
attached to the Grand Secretariat.105 Yuan’s “irregular” beginning, however, was an exception
among high-ranking Han officials in the late Qing. Such was not the case among their Manchu
peers, for whom an “irregular” beginning was more often the norm than the exception.Because
they had more numerous as well as less demanding ways of entering the government, Manchu
officeholders were, not surprisingly, less academically qualified than Han. Over the course of the
Qing period, 72.1 percent of Han governors-general held either the metropolitan or the
provincial examination degree, whereas only 33.9 percent of Manchu bannermen and even
fewer Mongol bannermen and Hanjun did. For the same reasons, Manchus also began their
official careers four to six years sooner than did Han. Whereas the average age at first
appointment of a Han as governor-general was just over fifty-six, that of a bannerman was
between 49.5 and 52.1 years.106In appointment, as in recruitment, Manchus had an advantage
over Han because many posts in the government, particularly in the capital, were reserved for
them. In the metropolitan administration, the Qing allocated most positions among members of
six ethnic or status categories, namely, imperial clansmen, Manchu bannermen, Mongol
bannermen, Hanjun, bondservants of the Upper Three Banners, and Han.107 These might be
called “ethnic slots.” In most instances, half of all of the top posts in the metropolitan
bureaucracy were reserved for members of the first five categories, and the other half were
allocated to the Han. This was the well-known institution of Manchu-Han dyarchy, with the five
various groups of bannermen collectively making up the Manchu half of the structure. On the
basis of a detailed analysis of the top personnel of the Grand Council, the Grand Secretariat,
and the Six Boards in the mid-nineteenth century, John Fairbank confirmed that “a roughly equal
balance was in fact maintained between Manchus and [Han] Chinese in the official posts at the
capital.” The principle of dyarchy was observed among the top ranks of the Censorate as



well.108 Insofar as an equal number of Han were allowed to serve with Manchus, dyarchy can
be considered nondiscriminatory. Indeed, with regard to official appointments, successive Qing
emperors prided themselves on their alleged impartiality; their guiding thought, they claimed,
was that “Manchus and Han were as one family” (Man-Han yijia).109 But since the Manchus
were only 1 percent of China’s population, their half-share of the top metropolitan posts was
obviously disproportionate to their numbers.In any case, the principle of dyarchy applied only to
a few posts at or near the top of the metropolitan administration. It did not, for example, extend to
the shadowy post of board supervisor (zongli), who outranked a board’s two presidents and
oversaw the operations of their ministry; when the appointment (which was more common in the
eighteenth than the nineteenth century) was made, the board supervisor was almost always a
Manchu.110 More commonly, dyarchy did not apply to the far more numerous positions at the
middle and lower echelons of the Qing’s nine-rank administrative system, where Manchus
greatly outnumbered Han both absolutely and proportionately. At the Grand Secretariat, for
example, twenty of the twenty-four mid-level positions (83 percent) were reserved for Manchus
(fourteen Manchu bannermen, four Mongol bannermen, two Hanjun) and only four were for Han.
The situation at the Six Boards was similar. At the Board of Revenue, of the 141 statutory
positions in the three middle ranks, ninety-seven (69 percent) were reserved for Manchus (four
imperial clansmen, ninety-one Manchu bannermen, two Mongol bannermen); the remaining
forty-four slots (31 percent) were to be filled by Han. The Censorate and the Hanlin Academy
were the only metropolitan agencies where at the middle ranks Manchus were not more
numerous than Han.111 The Manchus’ preponderance was most egregious among the bottom
three ranks, where in particular the post of Manchu-language scribe was set aside exclusively
for bannermen. The scribe’s primary duty was to translate documents, including memorials
addressed to the throne, from Chinese into Manchu; he also served as copyist and archivist.
Though lowly, the post existed in large numbers in every metropolitan agency. At the Board of
Revenue, Manchu scribes numbered 141, almost half of the ministry’s statutory officials; they
comprised one imperial clansman, 120 Manchu bannermen, four Mongol bannermen, and
sixteen Hanjun.112 Manchus thus monopolized the bottom of the metropolitan bureaucracy to
the almost total exclusion of Han.
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Rad, “Good book on the last years of the Qings. This book is good to know why the last dynasty
was overthrew. Obviously trying to maintain 5 million Manchus supplied and salaried on the
backs of 400 million Hans would not work out in the very long run (it worked for 250 years but
couldn't last forever). After reading this book I blamed Prince Regent Zaifeng for procrastinating
and rolling back some of the reforms of Dowager Empress Cixi -thus provided the push toward
the abyss.I was shocked at how brutal some of the revolutionaries were toward the Manchus
women and children, hitherto innocent of this struggle. Overall this book is an autopsy of what
could have been done to save the Dynasty -but not to save the Manchu rule.”

Etienne RP, “From Ruling Military Caste to Minority Ethnic Group. On 12 February 1912, three
day after the Qing dynasty abdication, Sun Yat-sen, who had just stepped down as the president
of the newly formed Republic of China, traveled to the tomb of the Hongwu emperor near
Nanjing and solemnly announced to the spirit of the founder of the Ming dynasty that the Qing
conquest of China had been avenged and that finally, after 268 years, the shameful occupation
of China by the "Eastern Barbarians" (Donghu) had come to an end. Sixteen years later, Chiang
Kai-shek, successor to Sun Yat-sen and commander of the National Revolutionary Army, let one
of his generals loot and plunder the Eastern Mausoleum of the Manchu emperors, desecrating
the bodily remains of emperor Qianlong, who had lived from 1711 to 1799, and of Empress
Dowager Cixi, who had established near-absolute power over the dynasty from 1861 to her
death in 1908.Who were these "Eastern Barbarians", and what role did the ethnic factor play in
the last years of the Qing dynasty and the early Republican era? To what extent and in what
ways were Manchus and Han, after more than two hundred years of Manchu rule over China,
still significantly different from each other? What happened to the Manchu rulers and to the
broad masses of the Manchu people during the revolution as well as afterwards? This book
answers these questions by examining how the late Qing court and early Republican regime
dealt with the issue of Manchu-Han relations. It also shows how the Manchus were transformed
from a hereditary military caste--which they were for most of the Qing period, as members of the
Eight Banner system--into the ethnic group that they are today.Anti-Manchuism, narrowly
defined as ethnic opposition among China's Han majority toward the "alien" Manchus, figured
prominently in the critique of the Manchu's Qing regime in the years immediately following the
antiforeign Boxer uprising of 1899-1900. The revolutionaries' critique of the Manchus may be
summarized in a seven-point indictment. First, the Manchus were accused of being an alien,
barbarian people who were different from the Chinese and did not belong in China. Second, the
Manchus had committed a number of heinous crimes against the Chinese people, particularly in
the course of their conquest in the mid-seventeenth century. Third, the Manchus had barbarized
China by imposing their savage custom upon their Han subjects. Fourth, they had set
themselves as a privileged minority separate from and superior to the Han Chinese. Fifth, the



Manchus subjugated the Han in the manner of a foreign military occupation. Sixth, they
practiced political discrimination against their Han subjects. Seventh and last, the Manchus,
despite their pretense of accommodation, were fundamentally at odds with and hostile toward
the Han people.And in a way, the revolutionaries were right on most of these counts. Although
they had absorbed much of Han culture, the Manchus were, as charged, an alien people who in
some respect were still manifestly different from the Han; their men, for example, did not use
Han-style surname, and their women dressed differently from Han, built their hair in bat-wing
shape, and did not bind their feet. The Manchus had, as charged, barbarized (i.e., Manchufied)
the Han when they successfully imposed their hairstyle upon Han men and their costume upon
Han officials. The Manchus were, as charged, a privileged minority separate from and superior
to the Han; they were administratively and residentially segregated, they were barred from
marrying Han, and they were stipendiaries of the Qing state who were prohibited from any
employment other than soldiering, serving as officials, and, in some regions, farming. The
Manchus did, as charged, constitute a foreign occupying force; they were a hereditary military
caste and were garrisoned within their own walled citadels that were strategically distributed
throughout the empire. The Manchus did, as charged, receive preferential treatment that was
denied to the Han; they were dealt with more leniently under the law, and they had more
opportunities to enter and advance in government service.So who were the Manchus? During
the Qing, the question of Manchu identity was inextricably interwoven into the history and
structure of the banner system, resulting initially in three concentric circles of meaning. First, in
the narrowest as well as the earliest sense, the Manchus were the Manzhou, descendants of the
Jurchen, whose scattered tribes in what was later called Manchuria were unified by Nurhaci
beginning in the 1590s and organized by him in 1615 into the Eight Banners. In 1635, Hong Taiji
bestowed upon them the name Manju, from which is derived the Chinese transliteration
Manzhou. To distinguish them from later additions to the Manchu banners, they were also known
as the Old Manchus (Fo Manzhou, in Chinese). They and their descendants were the core
elements of the banner system. It was their ancestral language and their equestrian lifestyle that
constituted the essence of the "Manchu way".Second, in a broader (and slightly later) sense, the
Manchus were the Eight Banner Manchus. These included not only the Old Manchus but also
the New Manchus (Yiche Manzhou), the nearby Tungusic and Tungusized Mongol peoples who
were added to the Manchu banners after the Qing invasion of China proper in 1644. Finally, in
the broadest sense, the Manchus were the banner people (qiren), particularly when they were
contrasted to the Han. Hong Taijin had enlarged the Eight Banners by creating two new
contingents in 1635 and 1642 respectively, the former made up of Mongols and the latter of
captured or surrendered Han Chinese. Thus, in this sense, the Manchus embraced all three
ethnic components of the banner system--the Manchu banners, the Mongol banners, and the
Hanjun--as well as the bondservants. In short, the Manchus as banner people can be
characterized as a hereditary military caste, not unlike the samurai of Tokugawa Japan.How did
this multiethnic military caste ("the banner people") transform into a distinct ethnic group ("the



Manzu") that they are today? The transformation was already well under way in the late Qing era.
Membership in the banner system was based on birth and was closed to new recruits. Thus,
regardless of their ethnic origins, all members of the Eight Banner system shared a common
status and a common identity that set them hereditarily apart from the rest of China's population.
Manchus were segregated from Han in four important respects: administratively, occupationally,
residentially, and socially. As opposition to the Qing increased after the Boxer fiasco, Empress
Dowager Cixi was forced not only to initiate the comprehensive program of reforms known as the
New Policies (Xinzheng) but also to face up to the "Manchu issue". But the reforms were too
little, too late, and did not "eradicate the boundaries between Manchus and Han", as demanded
by both reformers and revolutionaries. Indeed, the elimination of ethnic slots and the dyarchy
system, which many reformers had recommended as an effective way of reducing Manchu-Han
differences, had the opposite effect: it made the imbalance among high officials more, rather
than less, favorable to Manchus at the expense of Han. During Zaifeng's regency, the Qing
government became even more dominated by a coterie of Manchu princes, whereas ordinary
banner people faced increasingly dire livelihood.The 1911 Revolution, which brought down the
Qing dynasty in Beijing, was accompanied by ethnic violence against the Manchus in many
banner garrison cities. However, the abdication agreement that the Qing dynasty negotiated with
Yuan Shikai was surprisingly favorable to the Manchus. The young emperor Puyi was allowed to
keep a semblance of his former title and to continue to live at one of his palace complexes; he
was even granted an enormous annual pension. As China plunged into the decade of political
and military disorder known as warlordism, the Articles of Favorable Treatment that had
maintained some aspects of the banner system fell into disuse, and Puyi took refuge with the
Japanese, who soon put him on the throne of the puppet state of Manchukuo. Whereas the early
Republic recognized "the unity of Manchus, Han, Mongol, Muslims, and Tibetans as one
citizenry", Chiang Kai-shek asserted that China was ethnically homogeneous and he denied
that the Manchus constituted a separate ethnic group. It became even more urgent for individual
Manchus to hide their ethnic origins and blend into the Han majority. In the census of 1953,
taken soon after the collapse of the Nationalist rule, less than 2.5 million (half the estimated
number of banner people in the late Qing) identified themselves as Manchus. The Communists
formally recognized the Manchus (Manzu) as one of what came to be more than fifty minority
ethnic groups, while some banner people (such as the Xibe in Xinjiang) were recognized distinct
ethnic identities. Manchu is now a thriving ethnic identity: the language, almost extinct one or two
generations ago, is experiencing a kind of cultural renaissance, and the number of people who
identify themselves as Manchus has risen to almost ten million in 1990.”
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